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Abstract
The advent of wireless body area networks (WBANs) and their use in a wide range of
applications from consumer electronics to military purposes, dictates the need to investi-
gate to the behaviour of antennas and wave propagation on the body in depth. Although
this area has been extensively studied in the past decade, some issues are still not satis-
factorily solved for communication systems for WBANs at ISM bands and UWB such as
compact and high efficiency antenna design, privacy and security, interference mitigation
and achieving high data rates. This thesis proposed an alternative wireless solution for
body area networks by adopting 60 GHz radio. On-body channels at 60 GHz have been
characterised using monopole and horn antennas. Horn antennas achieve significantly
improved path gain in the stable channels but are susceptible to shadowing in the mo-
bile channels due to body movements. However, interference mitigation and covertness
for 60 GHz WBANs at the physical layer are improved due to high attenuation of 60
GHz signals. Significant increase of carrier-to-interference ratio is observed for 60 GHz
WBANs compared to 2.45 GHz. A model of estimating the maximum detection distance
at a threshold probability for detecting a WBAN wearing soldier in a battlefield is pro-
posed. Fixed-beam directional antennas and reconfigurable antennas are designed for 60
GHz WBANs and channel measurements using these antennas are conducted. Results
show beam-reconfigurability of the antenna improves the link performance compared to
fixed-beam antennas at 60 GHz.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Body Area Networks
T he rapid growth in low-power integrated circuits, miniaturization of electron-ic devices and their computing capability, combined with advanced mobile and
personal wireless communications systems has enabled the creation of wireless body area
network (WBAN1) and its related wearable technologies. The term “WBAN” refers to
human-self and human-to-human networking with the use of wearable and implantable
wireless devices. It is considered to be a key type of network node in the Internet of
Things [1] and future 5G mobile networks [2]. Recently, there has been increasing in-
terest in this technology from both academia and industry. The technology of wireless
body area networks is now considered to be probably the first successful application in
the consumer electronics market. A study shows wearable devices already accounted for
$800 million and should come to over $1.5 billion in the next couple of years [3]. Devices
such as Nike+ c© [4] and the Fitbit c© [5] trackers are very popular in the market. They
1The term “BAN” (Body Area Network) is also widely used. The two terms are interchangable in this
thesis.
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measure and track everyday activity such as steps, distance taken, calories burned, stairs
climbed and even the sleep quality and transmit these data to smartphones. Moreover,
studies forecast the smartphone market will be saturated in 2015, especially in the s-
martphone high end market [6]. Hence, there should be some new revolutionary products
introduced to continue the trend spearheaded by the mobile phone over last few decades,
which has become smaller and smarter for people’s daily use. Technology giants such as
Google, Apple and Samsung chose wearable electronics as they were reported to working
on research and development of wearable devices. Apple and Samsung are know to be
designing smartwatches, while Google Glass is already in the early adopter program and
is available for developers and consumers to test. Although there is an argument about
which is the better place to introduce customers to a computer they can wear [7], we
know these devices will definitely be more smarter and more powerful than the previous
wearable electronics and networking of these devices around the human body will become
very important.
Another potential application of body area networks is healthcare. According to the
World Health Organization, the aging population and sedentary lifestyle are becoming
significant problems which cause millions of people to suffer from obesity, hypertension,
cardiovascular diseases or other chronic diseases [8]. A wireless body area network can be
formed of a number of intelligent physiological sensors, which is called the body sensor
network (BSN) and can achieve continuous monitoring and logging vital parameters of
patients no matter their location for early detection of medical conditions. The early
detection can give doctors more time to react before a patient’s condition becomes crit-
ical, decrease the chances of prolonged illness, disability or death, shorten length of stay
during hospital treatment, and allow staff time be used more effectively. Medical sen-
sors can be wearable, implantable and ingestible [9]. The monitored information includes
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electrocardiography (ECG), electromyography (EMG), electroencephalography (EEG),
body motion, blood pressure, etc. The information will then be transmitted wirelessly to
medical practitioners or carers in real time. The U.S. Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) has approved the use of spectrum between 2360 and 2400 MHz for medical
body area networks (MBANs), which will probably push electronic health monitoring to
take a big step forward. Although there are a wide range of commercial medical sensors
available in the market such as proteus c© [9] and MetriaTM [10], this technology is still
at a primitive stage. There are many factors that prevent the widespread adoption of
this technology in healthcare. Some are technological, while some are not: for example,
medical sensors should collect, store, and transmit information reliably with long battery
life and this information should be validated before being forwarded to doctors. But how
to validate such information is still unresolved. Other technological factors include lack
of seamless integration with infrastructure networks, privacy and security considerations
and standardization and interoperability [11]. Beyond user concerns, medical sensor man-
ufacturers have to confront sophisticated and expensive regulatory processes, for example
FCC certification and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval, to get products
to market. Once these sensors are in widespread adoption, how to integrate them into
the healthcare system is a tough question because it involves a complex web of stakehold-
ers such as users, emergency services, caregivers, physicians, researchers, etc. Ownership
and liability issues must be solved and all stakeholder interests must be protected [12].
Once these problems are solved, MWBANs are expected to be a breakthrough invention
in healthcare. In academia, the field of body sensor networks for medical applications
has been receiving intensive research attention in recent years. The leading institutions
include Imperial College London Hamlyn Centre, MIT Media lab, UCLA Wireless Health
Institute, University of Virginia Centre for Wireless Health [13–16], etc. Research projects
undertaken include a fall detection system using inertial sensors for elderly people, assess-
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ing the efficacy of ankle foot orthoses for children with walking disabilities as a result of
cerebral palsy by using body sensors [16], and so on.
Other applications of this technology include sports, military and specialized occupations
such as fire fighters. For example, BSN/BANs were proposed to be used as a feedback
system for improving the quality of athletes’ training [17, 18]. For the military, a body
area network can be formed of a number of physiological sensors and wearable equipment
such as a head-mounted display on the soldier. These advanced systems are thought to
attain enhanced mobility and increased survivability for soldiers. More details of military
applications will be discussed in Chapter 7.
1.2 Technological Issues on Body Area Networks
While BSN/WBAN will undoubtedly play an important role in many aspects of our daily
life, many issues still remain to be addressed before this technology is widely applied, as
summarized, but not limited to, the following:
• Battery life: Battery is a key concern for most mobile devices, especially for
wearable devices due to their smaller form factor. Most of the power consump-
tion is accounted for in the following three categories: data collection, processing
and transmission. A study shows that wireless communications consumes the most
power in such systems [19], and in order to reduce the amount of data transmitted,
on-node processing is introduced and information compression ratio-information fi-
delity tradeoff is addressed in the BSN design. Technologies for extending battery
life are widely studied such as wireless power transfer and energy harvesting from
body motion.
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• Human computer interface: This is a very interesting topic for consumer elec-
tronics. In the PC era, keyboards and mice are the main interfaces between human
and computer. Since introduction of first generation iPhone, touch screens are dom-
inant the mobile devices such as mobile phones and tablet computers. What is the
interface for wearable devices? Google Glass gives an answer: voice. Besides, some
more fancy wearable interfaces were introduced such as Sixthsense [20] and Omni-
Touch [21]. By using projection and sensing technologies with hand gestures, these
wearable system enables graphical, interactive, multitouch input on arbitrary, ev-
eryday surfaces. The advantages of these technologies are that they eliminate the
use of screens, which will significantly reduce the form factor of devices and improve
user experience.
• Interoperability: WBAN systems would have to work with other devices, and
allow information exchange across different standards and devices. Interoperability
is very important in the healthcare environment and military applications.
• Security and privacy: Security can mean that BANs may interfere with other
systems, for example, industrial scientific and medical (ISM) band-based medical
sensor networks in hospitals will have to coexist with other equipment working in
these bands. Also there is a fear that the outside systems may be able to interfere
with BANs either to deny use or to insert false data; this is again a problem for
medical sensor networks. Privacy means the data can only be accessed by the people
who have authorisation, especially in the healthcare applications.
• Sensor validation: The medical sensed information must be validated against
errors in the sensors themselves and cope with other hardware and communication
constraints such as unreliable wireless links, interference and limited power reserves.
• Data consistency and quality: In healthcare, multiple signs or symptoms are
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needed for diagnosis. Also, by using multiple sensors with redundant or complemen-
tary data can maximize the information content and reduce random and systematic
errors. Sensor fusion is widely studied for body sensor networks to improve data
quality and consistency [22].
1.3 Why Study Antennas and Propagation?
As discussed earlier, the body area network field is an interdisciplinary area. However,
this thesis will only focus on studies of antennas and propagation of body area network-
s. In the conventional mobile communications, the propagation channel is time varying
because multiple radio waves scattered from the local environment cause multipath effect
and multiple users are using a common communication medium which would cause inter-
ference. Unlike mobile communications, where the base stations are fixed and the mobile
units are moving around in a scattering propagation environment, both transmitter and
receiver in body area network channels move and change their relative positions. Hence,
significant variations in the channels of the WBANs are not only due to local scattering
but also because of changes in the geometry of the body. Even when standing or sitting,
the body is subject to many small movements such as breathing. During some vigorous
activities such as doing sports, the body dynamics will cause significant deterioration of
channel performance in terms of shadowing and scattering effects, polarisation mismatch,
etc. Besides, the local geometry change and presence of the body may also affect the
performance of antennas in terms of impedance match, radiation pattern, efficiency, etc.
These issues must be well understood before designing reliable wireless systems for body
area networks enabling maximum channel capacity and minimum power consumption.
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1.4 Summary of the Project
Research hypothesis The research hypothesis is that WBANs at 60 GHz will have
significantly better performance over those at lower frequencies, in terms of co-existence
with adjacent WBANs, immunity to interference and interference into other systems.
These benefits are expected to be obtained with more advanced BAN architectures and
antennas that have higher gain and some reconfigurability.
Objectives In response to this hypothesis, our primary studies of 60 GHz BANs will
attempt to establish channel characteristics and the degree of shadowing, and how such
shadowing can be overcome using directional or reconfigurable antennas. Comparisons
with low frequency BANs in terms of directionality, security and susceptibility will also
be made. The specific objectives of this research were as follows:
1. To conduct the first on-body channel measurement campaign at 60 GHz using
monopole and horn antennas and to establish wearable antenna design requirements
at 60 GHz
2. To investigate interference and covertness2 of wireless body area networks at 60 GHz
using directional antenna and omni-directional antennas and make comparisons with
2.45 GHz WBANs
3. To develop planar antennas with high gain for on-body channels and investigate the
antenna performance when in close proximity to the human phantom3/body
2Covertness is defined as a measure of a wireless communications system’s immunity to detection by
an intercepting receiver [23].
3A phantom is a simulated biological body or a physical model simulating the characteristics of the
biological tissues [24].
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4. To investigate and implement reconfigurable antennas which lead to reduced sus-
ceptibility to shadowing for on-body channels
1.5 Layout of the Thesis
The thesis is composed of 10 chapters. An overview of each chapter is given below.
Chapter 2 discusses the background of antennas and propagation for body area networks
at frequencies below 10 GHz. The literature review covers wearable antenna design for
both on-body and off-body channels, multiple antenna systems, body channel character-
isation, inter-user interference among different WBANs, and the use of human phantoms
in modelling BANs.
Chapter 3 introduces 60 GHz body area networks and their challenges and advantages
over low frequency ones are addressed.
Chapter 4 reviews the methods used in the body channel measurements and advantages
and limitations of network analyser and cable-based method are discussed. The equipment
used in the measurements are briefly described.
Chapter 5 presents on-body channel measurements using monopole and horn antennas.
Statistical analysis is performed on the measured data. Antenna requirements for different
channels are arrived at based on the measured results. The polarisation dependence of
path gain for different on-body channels is also investigated.
Chapter 6 investigates the co-channel interference between two adjacent WBANs in the
indoor environment at 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz. Both horn and monopole antennas are
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used at 60 GHz. The monopole antennas are used at 2.45 GHz. The interference signal
magnitude and carrier-to-interference ratio are measured and characterised.
Chapter 7 studies the covertness of WBANs in military applications. A model is proposed
to estimate the probability of detection when a soldier wearing a WBAN system on the
body. The detection channel in the model was decomposed into two channels: the free
space propagation channel and a body area channel in local environment. The body area
channel was characterised by measurements with horn and monopole antennas with body
motions in the local area. Comparison of the maximum detection distances at a certain
threshold probability of detection between 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz are made.
Chapter 8 presents two planer high gain antennas for on-body channels at 60 GHz: a
printed Yagi-Uda antenna and a substrate integrated waveguide antenna. Antenna per-
formance was studied in terms of measurements in close proximity to the phantom and
on the real human body.
Chapter 9 briefly reviews the techniques for beamforming and introduces a stripline Butler
matrix at 60 GHz. Two substrate integrated waveguide slot arrays were designed working
around 60 GHz. They can achieve beam reconfigurability by using frequency scanning.
On-body channel measurements with arm-swing movements were conducted using the
substrate integrated waveguide slot array to demonstrate beam-reconfigurability for the
link performance improvement.
Chapter 10 summarises some important conclusions derived from the study and proposes
possible future extensions for this work.
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Overview of Antennas and
Propagation for Wireless Body
Area Networks
2.1 Introduction
M ost research on wireless body area networks is conducted in unlicensed fre-quency bands such as the ISM bands at 434 MHz, 915 MHz, 2.45 GHz, and
the ultra-wide band (UWB) ranging from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz [25–42, 42–50, 50–66].
Even lower frequencies in the 403 MHz band are used for medical implant communica-
tion services (MICS). All these frequency bands are covered in the newly developed IEEE
802.15.16 standard for wireless body area networks. The different frequency bands have
their advantages and disadvantages. Thus, at lower frequencies radiowaves propagate
around and into the human body with little attenuation. However, the data rates achiev-
able at these frequencies are low due to limited bandwidth. Also, signals are more likely to
interfere each other due to longer propagation distance and lack of the radiation control.
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Besides, the size of the antennas employed has to be quite large due to relatively large
wavelength at these frequencies. The situation is reversed at the higher frequency bands.
Therefore, the choice of the frequency of operation is a compromise between propagation
losses, antenna size, potential for interference and the required data rates.
2.2 Basic Concepts and Theories
Before reviewing wireless body area networks, some basic concepts and theories are in-
troduced, which are used in the following chapters.
2.2.1 Cumulative Distribution Function
In probability theory and statistics, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) describes
the probability that a real-valued random variable X with a given probability distribution
will be found at a value less than or equal to x. In the case of a continuous distribution, it
gives the area under the probability density function from minus infinity to x. The CDF
of X is the function given by
FX(x) = P(X 6 x) (2.2.1)
where the right-hand side represents the probability that the random variable X takes on
a value less than or equal to x.
2.2.2 Level Crossing Rate and Average Fade Duration
The level crossing rate (LCR) at a specified envelope level A is defined as the rate (in
crossings per second) at which the envelope crosses the level A in the positive (or negative)
going direction as shown in Figure 2.1. The total number of crossings N over a T-second
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length of data divided by T seconds becomes the LCR:
n(r − A) = N
T
(2.2.2)
The average fade duration (AFD) is the average duration that the envelope remains below
a specified level A. It is defined as the sum of N fades at level A dividing by N:
t(r − A) =
n∑
i=1
ti
N
(2.2.3)
Figure 2.1: Level crossing rate and average fade duration.
The product of Equation 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 becomes a CDF as shown here:
n(A) · t(A) = N
T
·
n∑
i=1
ti
N
=
n∑
i=1
ti
T
= P(X 6 A) (2.2.4)
Equation 2.2.4 provides a relationship among three parameters: LCR, AFD and CDF.
LCR ·AFD = CDF (2.2.5)
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2.2.3 Two-port Network and S-Parameters
A two-port network is an electrical circuit or device with two pairs of terminals to connect
to external circuits. Two terminals form a port if the currents applied to them satisfy
the essential requirement known as the port condition: the electric current entering one
terminal must equal the current emerging from the other terminal on the same port [67].
The two-port network model is commonly used in circuit analysis to isolate portions of
larger circuits. A two-port network is considered as a “black box” with its properties
specified by a matrix of numbers. This allows the response of the network to signals
applied to the ports to be calculated easily, without solving for all the internal voltages
and currents in the network. In thesis, the radio channels and a two-port travelling wave
antenna are considered to be the two-port networks.
S-parameters are defined in terms of incident and reflected waves at ports. S-parameters
are used primarily at UHF and microwave frequencies where it becomes difficult to mea-
sure voltages and currents directly. The definition is:
b1
b2
 =
S11 S12
S21 S22

a1
a2
 (2.2.6)
where the ak are the incident waves and the bk are the reflected waves at port k. Figure 2.2
shows an example of a two-port network with its S-parameters.
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Figure 2.2: Example of two-port network and S-parameters.
2.2.4 Path Loss and Path Gain
Path loss is the power density reduction (attenuation) of an electromagnetic wave when
it propagates through space. This term is commonly used in wireless communications
and radio propagation. Path loss may be caused due to many effects, such as free-space
loss, refraction, diffraction, reflection, aperture-medium coupling loss, and absorption in
the medium. Path loss is also influenced by terrain contours, environment, propagation
medium (e.g. human body in WBAN scenario), the distance between the transmitter and
the receiver (e.g. geometry change due to body movements in WBANs), and the height
and location of antennas (e.g. antenna placement on different parts of the body). Path
loss (PL) is defined as the ratio of transmit power (Pt) to receiver power (Pr):
PL =
Pt
Pr
(2.2.7)
Path gain (PG) is defined as the ratio of receiver power to transmit power:
PG =
Pr
Pt
(2.2.8)
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Free-space path loss (FSPL) is the loss in signal strength of an electromagnetic wave that
would result when the signals travel in a line-of-sight path through free space without
obstacles nearby to cause reflection or diffraction. The equation for FSPL is
FSPL =
(
4pid
λ
)2
(2.2.9)
where λ is the signal wavelength, f is the signal frequency, d is the distance from the
transmitter, c is the speed of light in a vacuum.
2.3 Radio Channel Characterisation for WBANs
Knowledge of the properties of the propagation channels used in WBAN systems is re-
quired for designing reliable communication systems, including developing future commu-
nication standards and designing efficient transceivers. The most efficient utilisation of
the propagation channel is of great importance for WBAN applications since these de-
vices have to be small and have a limited power supply from batteries. The propagation
channels behave very differently depending on the position of the antennas on or in the
body, the movements performed by the user, and the surrounding environment.
Different applications require different types of communication channels. In general, three
types of transmission channel can be distinguished:
1. off-body channel: communication of a body-worn device with an external device
either on a object or another human body;
2. on-body channel: communication between two devices, both of which are mounted
on the same human body;
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3. in-body channel: communication between a device implanted into a human body
and a device mounted on the surface of the body. Communication links between
an implant and an off-body device or another implant are also of interest, although
they are more difficult to implement in practice due to their high power demands.
Channels for body area networks are usually categorized according to the positions on
the body at which the transmit and receive antennas are placed: for example, abdomen-
to-chest, and abdomen-to-head. Most attention has been given to the channels between a
position on the abdomen where a communication hub is likely to be placed, and positions
on the head, wrist, chest, back, and ankle [27, 28]. Propagation between an implant and
a device placed near it on the surface of the body has been also investigated [68–72].
2.3.1 Channel measurements and empirical models
Most of the propagation studies reported in the literature take an empirical approach
[25–46, 50, 54–66]. Various on-body propagation channels are measured while the test
subject either adopts a certain posture or performs certain movements [27, 28, 30, 35, 40].
These measurements are usually performed in an indoor environment [27, 28, 30, 34, 35],
although anechoic [35, 40] and outdoor environments [35, 73] have also been researched.
Most researchers have used a network analyser for transmission loss measurements [27, 34,
35, 40]. This approach has an advantage of high accuracy and dynamic range provided by
network analysers. However, the disadvantage is that the antennas have to be connected
to the network analyser by coaxial cables which can distort the measurement results
[34, 74–77]. In order to circumvent this problem a few research groups have used fibre
optic cables to connect the antennas to the network analyser [76, 78]. Others [28, 30, 79]
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employed small wearable transmitters and receivers to measure propagation path loss by
recording received signal strength indicator (RSSI).
A large number of propagation studies have been devoted to UWB propagation chan-
nels [50, 54–66], as UWB has been found a good candidate for future BAN standards,
providing high data rates in on-body as well as in-body communication links. However,
existing BAN standards utilise a number of narrow frequency bands, such as 400 MHz
and 2.45 GHz. Propagation channels at these frequencies have also been studied along
with some other license free bands.
Narrowband channel characterisation
Measurements in various ISM frequency bands have been researched carefully mostly by
research groups in the UK, Belgium, Japan, and Australia [25–46]. The majority of the
studies have been concerned with the 2.45 GHz ISM band.
It was found that the polarisation perpendicular to the surface of the body produces
stronger signal at 2.45 GHz [26, 80, 81] which is attributed to the fact that the creeping
surface waves supported by the human body are polarised this way, while tangentially
polarised waves attenuate quickly as they propagate around the body [82]. Besides, per-
pendicularly polarised antennas are usually less prone to the proximity effects of the body,
such as detuning and radiation efficiency reduction.
A surface wave propagates along a boundary between two different media (typically one
is air), without otherwise radiating. Useful surface waves for WBANs should be tightly
coupled to the boundary (i.e., human body), and propagate with low loss. The more
tightly the wave is bound to a dielectric layer, the slower the group velocity, the less the
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wave extends into space, and the easier it is to launch and gather the surface wave using
finite-height, or in some cases, zero-height, antennas [80]. The term “creeping waves” is
usually used to describe all types of azimuthally propagating waves on a cylinder (e.g.
around the torso in the WBAN scenario) [83]. More detailed studies of surface waves and
creeping waves around the human body were conducted in [80, 84].
Propagation in the vicinity of the human body is combination of space waves, surface
waves and diffracted waves. Which is dominant depends on the position of the antennas
and body movements. The space wave is the case when there is a direct line-of-sight
(LOS) between the two antennas, and the surface wave and diffracted wave occur when
the antennas are shadowed. The on-body path gain vs. the conformal distance between
the antennas at 2.45 GHz is presented in [47] where LOS links were found to follow a
power law attenuation with distance, and the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) links attenuated
exponentially. A model for the path loss variation with the distance and frequency was
derived in [37]. And the path loss around the torso was measured in [34, 40] and was
found to increase exponentially in the shadow region. A model for path loss variation
around the torso which includes the waves reflected by the environment was suggested in
[34].
The body channels were found to fade significantly when the human body moved while
performing various everyday activities. There are many possible reasons resulting in the
observed fading. It could be due to the changing distance between the antennas, changing
relative orientations between the antennas or the antenna to the body, due to shadowing
by parts of the body, or it could be caused by combining several arriving multipath
components at the receiver. Unlike the cellular communications, where the multipath
fading is much faster than the other types of fading, in WBAN scenarios the scale of
multipath fading and the scale of variation of shadowing, or other types of slow fading
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were found to be much more similar. Nevertheless, it is possible to separate short-term
and long-term fading. The short-term fading for 2.45 GHz WBAN was found to follow
a Rician [29, 34, 38, 41, 42] or a Nakagami-m [30, 32, 34] probability distribution due
to different channels, body movements and environments, while the long-term fading at
2.45 GHz was best fit to either a log-normal [27, 34, 38, 42] or a gamma [41] distribution.
The channel variations were found to be non-stationary, so that the parameters of both
the short-term and long-term fading change with time. Some attempts to fit on-body
fading data to a single probability distribution have also been made in [35]. And in [46],
a three-state Fritchman model was suggested to characterise channel fading.
Second order statistics such as level crossing rate (LCR) and average fade duration (AFD),
and also Doppler spread spectrum were investigated in [29, 30, 32, 39, 42]. The Doppler
spread was found to be less than about 16 Hz. The time delay spread of narrowband
channels has not been researched intensively, although in [34] it was found to be less
than the order of a few tens of nanoseconds, which is much less than the symbol rates
of Bluetooth or Zigbee, and therefore validates the narrowband approximation for these
systems.
UWB channel characterisation
A UWB (3–10 GHz) propagation channel can be fully characterised by its channel impulse
response or the channel transfer function. In the case of body-area communications, these
are both random functions of time delay and frequency, respectively, randomly changing
in time, since the channels are not stationary. Several statistics describing the channel
impulse response are required for designing a reliable and efficient communication system.
They include the average energy within the received pulse, or average path loss, the
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distribution of the power within the pulse given by the power delay profile (PDP), the
distribution of the amplitude of each delay bin of the pulse, and the distribution of the
number of paths within each bin, which are required to specify the link budget and RAKE
receiver requirements [85]. Time delay characteristics such as mean delay or root-mean-
square (RMS) delay spread are necessary for defining the optimal symbol rate. Besides,
knowing the direction of arrival of different multipath components helps in designing
antenna systems.
UWB propagation channels have been investigated by a large number of research teams
from around the world [50, 54–66]. With the exception of [56, 60, 86], most measurements
in these investigations were performed with a network analyser. The path loss averaged
across the whole UWB band was derived in most studies. Variation of the average path
loss with the antenna separation was studied in [56, 61, 62, 64, 66, 86], where a variety
of antenna positions around the torso were considered. The path loss variation with
distance was usually expressed in a form of a linear fit to the logarithmic path loss data
versus distance d expressed in either linear [61] or logarithmic units [57, 62, 66]. The
latter corresponds to a power law distance variation of a form P ∝ d−γ, while the former
represents an exponential fall off, P ∝ e−αd. The exponent was found to take a range of
values between 2 and 4, depending on the scenario. It was closer to 2 when antennas were
on the same side of the body and closer to 4 when on the opposite sides. For propagation
around the torso even higher values of up to 6 were reported in [57].
The probability distribution of the pulse amplitudes was found to be log-normal in [57, 66].
The small-scale distribution of the energies in each bin was also found to be log-normal,
or Nakagami [57]. Time delay parameters, such as mean excess delay and delay spread,
were also investigated in [55, 86] and in [62], where the Nakagami distribution was found
to be most adequate for the description of the delay spread. The maximum value of the
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RMS delay spread did not exceed 12 ns and was usually less than 6 ns. The variation of
RMS delay spread with distance was given in [55]. The PDP was found in [57] to fall off
exponentially with the time delay, while in [64], a dual-slope linear model was suggested
for the PDP. The correlations between the taps in a multi-tap model of the received
pulse were derived in [64], and a first-order Markov model was suggested for path arrival
probabilities in [60]. A comprehensive model of a UWB channel was developed in [61].
Off-body UWB channels have been investigated in [50, 56, 58, 59], where variation of
channel parameters such as path loss and time delay spread was found for a variable
distance between the off-body antenna and the body and for various orientations of the
body in indoor environments. The small-scale variation of the total signal power was
found to have a normal distribution in [59] and modelling of the PDP for off-body links
was considered in [58].
2.3.2 Simulations and human phantoms
Simulating radiowave propagation around a human body on a computer appears to be
an attractive option for characterizing body area channels because it does not require
expensive equipment and time-consuming human trials, and, on the other hand, allows
for a more detailed description of the propagation phenomena in the form of electric field
distributions and 3-dimensional radiation patterns which would be notoriously difficult
to obtain through measurements. The simulations become particularly valuable when
in-body channels are studied. However, this approach is limited because the body is
electrically large at most frequencies of interest, and therefore most simulation methods
require prohibitively large processing and memory resources. Nevertheless, such simula-
tions have been attempted in [82, 87–109].
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The finite difference time domain (FDTD) is a good method for simulations of WBAN
links because it can relatively easily handle large lossy dielectric objects of complex shapes,
such as a human body. Two commercial simulation software packages have been used
to study on-body and in-body channels, namely, CST Microwave Studio c© [110], and
Remcom XFdtd c© [111]. Both of these provide an accurate model of the human body as
an option, such as SAM phantom. The movements of the human body can be represented
in the simulations by using an animation software package, as was done in [92, 93]. A
few non-commercial FDTD simulators specifically designed for simulating a human body
have also been presented in the literature [106, 109].
Variation of the path loss and delay spread around the torso was obtained with Remcom
XFdtd c© simulations in [82, 108] for a number of ISM frequency bands. In [108], simula-
tions were performed on several different human body models, and the path loss in LOS
and NLOS scenarios was found to follow a power law increase with distance, with the
exponents varying from 2 to 3.4 on different bodies due to different phantom dimensions.
Similarly, UWB channel parameters, such as path loss and delay profile, have been in-
vestigated through simulations in [94, 96, 105, 106]. Moreover, in [96, 105] a statistical
UWB channel model was derived for a number of transmission links, based on FDTD
simulations of a body adopting various static postures [96, 103, 105, 106]. The effects of
human morphology on antenna performance and propagation were investigated in [102],
by comparing simulation results derived with different body models.
At the moment, computations of the fields around the whole body below 3 GHz in an
FDTD simulator can take up to several hours, which restricts the possibilities for studying
various channels and movements. Moreover, including the effect of the environment on
on-body channels is virtually impossible due to the extremely large size of the overall
computational volume. This is caused by the fact that the simulated body is electrically
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large on one hand, but on the other the antennas mounted on the body can have features
much smaller than the wavelength, thus requiring fine meshing in the computational
domain. Methods to overcome this problem were proposed in [88, 91, 98] through the use
of hybrid models in which the antennas are simulated by a method different from that used
for the whole body. These problems could also be resolved by employing a ray-tracing
technique [100, 101, 107] which is expected be particularly important for simulating mm-
wave channels [112]. Other ways of improving the efficiency of FDTD simulations were
also suggested in [89, 90].
2.3.3 Characterisation of Dynamic Body Effects
The dynamic human body effect is a crucial factor for communications of wireless body
area network. The following chapters will show this dynamic has significant effects on
channel performance. In general, these links are susceptible to strong fading because of
amount of causes, such as changing distance and orientation between the antennas, shad-
owing by body parts and polarisation mismatch. The characteristics of these channels
will greatly depend on the position of the antennas on the body and the body move-
ments. Therefore, characterisation of the body movements is very important if wireless
communication channels are to be characterised sufficiently and accurately.
A method to characterise body movements and channel performance simultaneously based
on motion capture has been proposed. Figure 2.3 shows the process of making an animat-
ed human body. Four steps are needed to create a 3D animated human model: scanning
the human body to obtain a body surface; capturing body movement and antenna posi-
tion using motion capture equipment such as VICON c© [113] with simultaneous wireless
channel measurements; creating an animated model using movement data and body sur-
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face data; and creating static models for EM simulation from animated frames [114]. The
relationship between body movements and channel performance can be fully analysed
and measurement result can be validated using simulation results. Based on this method,
a simulated study on an animated human walking movement for body are network was
carried out at 1-6 GHz band in [114]. Initial measurement study based on this method
for 60 GHz on-body channels have been investigated in [115]. Note that this method
is not used in the studies described in the following chapters, but it is very useful and
recommended for on-body channel characterisation.
Figure 2.3: The processes of making an animated human body with Motion Capture [114].
2.4 Wearable Antenna Design
There are three primary requirements for wearable antennas. First, the antenna should
be low profile, lightweight, robust, and conformal to the body; second, the antenna should
be insensitive to the proximity to the human body; third, the antenna needs a radiation
pattern which can minimize the channel loss and interference and also meet the require-
ments for human radiation exposure such as radiation absorption rate (SAR). Antenna
matching and efficiency are important issues for wearable antenna design, which will be
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affected by the close presence of the human body. In most designs, the radiating elements
are shielded from the body by introducing a ground plane or an electromagnetic band-gap
(EBG) backing layer. Antenna efficiency can be improved by employing such a ground
plane. The radiation pattern of the antenna and its influence on the observed path gain
are important issues for wireless body area networks. Measurements show that the path
gain is highly dependent on the antenna type and link geometry. The positions of antenna
placement also determine the propagation mode of electromagnetic waves. For example,
for the head-to-waist link, a surface wave or creeping wave is dominant propagation [81]
while in waist-to-wrist link, the space wave is dominant when there is no obstacle between
the transmitter and receiver.
2.4.1 On-body conventional antennas
Narrowband antennas
Many conventional antennas have been investigated for body-worn applications such as
planar dipoles, monopoles, planar inverted-F antennas (PIFAs) and microstrip patches.
These antennas can be manufactured onto a printed circuit board (PCB) which makes
them a practical antenna type due to their low cost and straightforward fabrication.
The performance of different types of conventional antennas in on-body channels below
3 GHz were investigated and compared in [42, 47, 48]. Based on these studies, monopole
antennas achieve the lowest path loss and least fading compared to all the other types of
antennas. Planar inverted-F antennas are the second best for their performance in the
on-body channels. Other types of antenna such as dipoles, loops, and printed-F antennas
were found to have high losses in the proximity to the body. Due to broadside radiation
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characteristics, microstrip patch antennas are more suitable for off-body communications.
It was observed [47] that a quarter-wavelength monopole is suitable for various on-body
channels since it achieves an omnidirectional pattern with maximum radiation along the
body surface which make less chance to lose LOS between the transmitter and receiv-
er. Besides, the polarisation of monopole antennas is normal to the body surface which
matches the polarisation of the surface wave and hence improves the link performance.
One disadvantage of monopole antennas is it height, to solve this problem a reduced
height monopole with disc loading was proposed at 2.45 GHz [42]. However, it is still too
large to be integrated into small wearable devices.
There is a contradiction on microstrip antennas: they are ideal candidates for on-body
applications because of their low profile and conformal structure but they normally provide
off-body radiation patterns. A high mode microstrip patch antenna at 2.45 GHz was
proposed to maximise coupling between body-worn devices on a curved body surface
such as around the torso, by launching creeping waves. The measured results show that
it only has a 2 dB extra path loss compared to monopole antennas [116]. A microstrip
patch antenna with pattern switching ability was proposed in [117]. It can switch between
on-body propagation mode and off-body propagation mode using shorting pins.
A surface wave antenna which applies principles of Yagi-Uda antennas to the dipoles
placed parallel to a body surface was proposed at 2.45 GHz [26]. This antenna exploits
the fact that a dipole near a surface excites surface waves in the direction along its axis,
and achieves better performance than the conventional Yagi antenna in the proximity to
the human body. Despite being flat, this antenna achieves path loss similar to those of a
monopole.
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One major disadvantage of narrowband antennas working below 3 GHz is their size.
As known, the normal resonant antenna size should be equivalent to a length of half
a wavelength, which makes these antennas too big for body-worn applications. Hence,
miniaturization techniques are applied in wearable antenna design. These techniques
include inductive and capacitive loading, use of multiple folded arms with dipole and
monopole-like antennas, use of high permittivity and/or permeability materials, use of
EBG structures, feeding the resonant antenna with a parasitic element, etc. In theory,
any electrically small antenna may be matched at any frequency. However, in practice,
it may be difficult to match a small antenna with the desired efficiency. For example, an
asymmetric meandered flare antenna working at 300 MHz was proposed for body-worn
applications [118]. The size of the antenna is 30 × 4 cm2 and achieves reasonably good
performance but the gain of the antenna is below −10 dBi.
Another drawback of these antennas is that it is difficult to achieve directional radiation
patterns and good radiation control which are advantageous for improving link perfor-
mance and reducing interference. Antenna arrays are, in general, too big for on-body
applications at most frequencies of interest. However, there are still a few examples of
on-body antenna arrays in the literature. In [119], an eight-element patch array working
from 325 MHz to 1000 MHz was proposed for body-worn through-wall radar application.
The array is 1.75 m long and conformed to the size of a soldier’s extended arms. This
array achieves a reasonably good performance but pattern distortion occurs at higher
frequencies. A beam-switched monopole array was proposed for on-body applications at
2.45 GHz in [120]. The array is formed of a driven disk-loaded monopole with 4 parasitic
disks. By shorting the parasitic elements, beam switching is achieved. Although some
attempts have been made to achieve a high gain switched beam antenna [120], these an-
tennas have large size and poor beam control ability. Achieving high angular resolution
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of radiation pattern for a small antenna array is very difficult at these frequencies.
UWB antennas
Recently, many efforts have been made to investigate the UWB wearable antenna design
[49–53]. Unlike narrowband antennas, the UWB antennas need not only good impedance
matching and radiation characteristics but also the ability to preserve the pulse shape of
the signal. Some additional parameters must be considered in the design of UWB antennas
such as frequency domain transfer function, impulse response and time spread. Most
of UWB antennas proposed for WBAN communications are variants of monopole/dipole
antennas [50–52, 121], and slot antennas [49, 53]. Antenna performance in close proximity
to the human body is also investigated in terms of signal fidelity, SAR, and radiation
efficiency [49–53].
There are many advantages for antennas used in UWB WBANs. First, the size of antenna
becomes small as frequency increases. Second, high gain of antennas can be achieved. A
study shows a UWB Vivaldi antenna can achieve up to 10 dBi gain [122]. Although
there are implementations of beamforming techniques at UWB band reported in the open
literature such as one using a Butler matrix [123], antenna arrays with beamforming
abilities are still too large for body-worn applications.
2.4.2 Textile antennas
Textile antennas have attracted considerable attention from researchers worldwide. This
type of antenna has been demonstrated to have comparable performance to their con-
ventional antenna counterparts, while they are light weight, more flexible, and easy to
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integrate into clothes. Because these advantages, they are very promising candidates for
wireless body area networks. Many conventional types of antenna have been implemented
in textile both for narrowband and UWB applications. Textile microstrip patch antennas
have been demonstrated in [124–127]. Others include slot antennas [128], dipole anten-
nas [129], Planar inverted-F antennas (PIFA) [130], loop antennas [131], spirals [132],
etc. Lots of effort have been made to investigate the effect of bending and crumpling
for textile antennas [124, 125, 129, 130]. Studies show both bending and crumpling have
significant adverse effects on antenna impedance matching, impedance bandwidth, and
radiation pattern. However, employing an EBG ground plane for such an antenna can
reduce these effects and also minimise its SAR value [133].
2.5 Interference and Covertness for WBANs
Interference issues are a vital consideration in wireless body area networks design. W-
BANs are very mobile when a user moves. Also, it is expected that multiple WBANs
are not coordinated, but are fully autonomous. Hence, one WBAN may cause severe
interference to another WBAN or other networks when it moves into the range of other
networks, especially in densely populated environments such as shopping malls, hospital
wards, etc. This event is sometimes referred as a “network collision” [134]. The nature
of human movements means the network collisions may be either very short, i.e. people
passing by on the street, or very long, i.e. family members stay with patient at hospital
for hours. The cellular approach for interference mitigation [135] may be not applicable to
WBANs because of the mobile and variable nature of WBANs. As discussed in [135], the
interference issue is usually handled at the MAC layer or at higher layers of OSI model,
but it also needs to be understood at the physical layer, and techniques at the physical
layer can be applied to mitigate interference.
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For interference, an off-body scenario is most likely, so it is similar to off-body communi-
cation characterisation. There have been intensive studies of off-body communications at
ISM bands [136–138] and UWB [58, 59, 139], but the interference study from an antennas
and propagation perspective has attracted less attention.
2.5.1 Narrowband interference
Gilbert, Rodda et al. at NICTA [134, 140, 141] performed a comprehensive study of
co-channel interference in WBANs based on indoor measurements at 2.45 GHz. Custom-
designed channel sounders were used and five subjects were considered simultaneously
in the study. Factors such as distance, orientation and body movements were consid-
ered and interfering signal strength and signal-to-interference ratio were measured and
characterised. It was found that interference for WBANs is not well determined by di-
rect person-to-person distance, body movements and orientation are more significant and
finally signals and interference are independent random processes.
Another study for inter-WBAN interference was conducted based on simulation [140]. 14
subjects with isotropic antennas on the body were simulated in the indoor environment
at 2.45 GHz and 60 GHz. Signal coverage and carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) were
calculated and compared at both frequencies. The study indicates that using 60 GHz re-
duces interference significantly due to high signal attenuation and the CIR is improved by
more than 20 dB compared to employing 2.45 GHz WBANs. However, body movements
and orientation were not considered in this study, which proved to be important factors
in modelling interference between WBANs.
Other than using higher frequencies, other techniques at the physical layer can be applied
to reduce interference between WBANs. A method of interference cancellation using
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multiple antenna systems to improve the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for
WBANs is proposed in [142]. By measuring the interference signals at the two branches
of a two-antenna receiving system at transmission free periods, the interference can be
cancelled using measured signals during transmission. Based on this method, a 7 dB
interference rejection gain was achieved for the belt-to-head channel when the transmission
interval was set to 60 ms. The desired signal transmitter was kept shutdown for 40 µs
between these intervals to measure the interference signal.
Interference does not only arise from adjacent WBANs, but also from the environment.
For example, the spectrum around 2.45 GHz is very congested. Many standards are
working at this frequency such WiFi, Bluetooth, and Zigbee. A measurement study was
conducted using mobile WBAN to collect RF noise at 2.45 GHz in various environments.
Five receivers were placed on five positions on a subject, who was walking through different
environments. Results show the significant spectrum activity was detected during 5% of
the duration of the measurements [143].
2.5.2 UWB interference
Before reviewing the interference for UWB radio, two spread-spectrum techniques, Direct-
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS),
will be briefly reviewed. Both techniques can provide secure communications by improving
resistance to interference, noise and jamming, and prevent detection.
In DSSS, each data bit is spread to a sequence of much faster chips. By doing this, a
wider bandwidth is required to transmit this data, resulting in a spread of energy in the
frequency domain which is slightly above the noise floor of typical narrowband receivers.
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FHSS in principle is exactly the same in terms of spreading the signal energy in the wide
frequency spectrum to achieve the advantages of wideband communications. However, the
wide bandwidth is achieved by hopping the frequency based on a pseudorandom code.
Because the frequency changes very fast, the probability of detection and interference
becomes small. This technique is used in Bluetooth.
Like spread-spectrum techniques, UWB shares the same advantages of expanded band-
width, but the method of achieving it is different. In UWB communications, the signal is
short duration pulse which inherently has wide bandwidth without using spreading codes
or modulations. Also, the short pulse with the duty cycle of less than 0.5 percent pro-
vides very low transmission power and additional covertness compared to spread-spectrum
techniques where the narrowband signals are always present.
Because a low power spectral density of less than −41.3 dBm/MHz is required for UWB
communications by FCC, UWB systems will not cause significant interference to existing
narrowband systems. However, the UWB signal is vulnerable to narrowband interfer-
ence (NBI) of a high power level from existing narrowband wireless systems. Some NBI
suppression techniques have been proposed such as adaptive notch filters and an optimal
pre/post-rake UWB transceivers [144, 145], but these methods increase system complex-
ity.
Based on the author’s knowledge, there is no quantitative study on RF covertness for
WBAN from antennas and propagation point of view.
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2.6 Summary
There have been a great number of studies on antenna design and propagation channel
characterisation for wireless body area networks at ISM narrow bands and UWB. Many
issues have been thoroughly investigated such as antenna performance in close proximity
to the human body, understanding the path loss for body channels and its variation with
movements, radio propagation modes on the human body, etc. On the other hand, there
are limited studies on interference and covertness for WBANs at the physical layer.
Although current wireless solutions for WBANs have been developed for many years, some
issues are still not satisfactorily solved for such wireless communication systems. These
include compact and high efficiency antennas for body-worn applications, high levels of
security and immunity to interference and detection and also high speed communications
with data rates up to Gbit/s.
UWB seems to be more competitive than narrowband technologies in terms of above-
mentioned requirements. However, the adoption of UWB in the market is not very suc-
cessful. In 2006, IEEE 802.15.3a, a standard to provide a higher speed for wireless personal
area networks using UWB, was withdrawn. In 2009, the Bluetooth Special Interest Group
dropped the development of UWB as part of an alternative MAC/PHY for Wireless US-
B. It has even been claimed that UWB was dead in the PC and consumer electronics
segments [146].
As the time of writing, more attention has been transferred from UWB to 60 GHz radio.
In the following chapters, the alternative wireless solution at 60 GHz will be proposed for
WBAN. As mentioned in the beginning of this Chapter, the choice of the frequency of
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operation is a trade-off between the propagation losses, the antenna size, interference and
the achievable data rates. The advantages and challenges of 60 GHz will discussed and
possible solutions will be suggested to overcome these challenges.
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Introduction to 60 GHz Wireless
Body Area Networks
3.1 Introduction
A lthough wireless body area networks have advanced in recent years, manyapplications are still not well served by current standards and technology, and the
perceived low security has led to slow uptake of the technology [147]. In particular, there is
no wireless solution currently for applications that require high levels of electromagnetic
energy control in order to minimise interference to other equipment and also minimise
susceptibility to observation and jamming, coupled with providing high data rates. Some
of the general applications that need these features include:
• Secure and high-bandwidth wireless links for dismounted soldiers on the battlefield
for body condition monitoring and for integrating a modular system of weapons and
their sighting systems.
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• Delivery of high-definition, uncompressed, medical-standard video and audio data
in hospital and clinical environments.
• Wearable systems for high rate data used in crowded environments, such as sports
events, shopping malls, etc.
The use of millimetre wavelengths has the potential to meet these aspirations. The band
around 60 GHz has drawn increased attention from researchers despite earlier issues as-
sociated with the cost of producing commercial products [148, 149]. With advances in
millimetre-wave chipsets manufacturing, led by for example INTEL and IBM, the band
has been opened by various regulatory authorities, and standards such as IEEE 802.15.3c
for wireless Personal Area Networks [150] and IEEE 802.11ad for multi-gigabit speed
wireless Local Area Networks [151] have recently appeared. The band has significant
advantages for body area networks, in particular,
• Very small size of equipment on the body.
• High signal integrity and low visibility at the RF level, due to good radiation control
using directional or reconfigurable antennas and high attenuation beyond the body
area.
• Gigabits per second data rates.
There has been no intensive research concerning on-body millimetre-wave antennas and
propagation, as previous studies were mainly focused on the effects of weather in outdoor
environments and furniture in indoor ones [152]. These typical indoor characteristics
will be present in body area networks, but in general the physical distances are much
shorter and body motion will increase the possibility of shadowing. There are also no
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standards for millimetre-wave body area networks and little understanding of their links’
susceptibility to shadowing due to body movements.
3.2 Benefits and challenges for 60 GHz WBANs
The primary advantages of 60 GHz communications are small RF components and an-
tennas, lower interference, visibility and susceptibility to interference, a wide available
spectrum (57-64 GHz) and high data rates [148, 153]. Concerns relate to possible high
cost and high path attenuation, leading to low received signal levels. However, the very
high signal fall-off with distance will give a considerable advantage over microwave BANs.
High gain antennas can be used to offset the channel loss, but can also lead to increased
susceptibility to shadowing. For example, in an indoor environment, such as a base s-
tation to TV link, shadowing due to loss of line of sight as a human stands in the way,
can be overcome by switching the antenna to a reflected ray, either off the wall or the
ceiling. This strategy also leads to higher security, as the energy would be confined to a
vertical cylinder surrounding the body, thus giving good BAN to BAN and BAN to fixed
base station isolation, except when needed, when the BAN antennas would switch to an
outward facing beam. This has long been an aspiration for microwave BANs, but the low
directivity of small antennas prevents it.
The challenges are as follows: The mechanisms of radio propagation and its interaction
with the human body at MM wavelengths have not been well studied. There is a need for
new and advanced antennas to realise two key advantages [154, 155]: First, the antenna is
more directional and hence, by appropriate beam control, provides additional security (by
low interference on receive and low signature on transmit) at the physical layer. Second,
the shadowing effect from the human body is much more significant and makes NLOS
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communication very difficult [156]. Reconfigurable antennas can overcome this problem,
by switching to non-obscured ray paths. In addition, even if it is possible to lower the
cost of the chipset, packaging 60 GHz circuits remains a significant technical and cost
challenge. Because on-body antennas are so small, it may be optimal to make them part
of the package, or even to integrate them as part of the die.
3.3 60 GHz Wireless Communications
The millimetre-wave band, especially the unlicensed spectrum around 60 GHz is an ideal
candidate for future high-bandwidth commercial wireless communication systems. The
free spectrum around 60 GHz is substantial compared to microwave frequencies. A rea-
sonably good agreement in spectrum regulation at 60 GHz can be found among many
countries. Frequencies allocated are 56-64 GHz in North America and Korea, 59-66 GHz
in Europe and Japan. Studies show the attenuation at 60 GHz is much more severe than
at lower frequencies such as 2.45 GHz. Three factors contribute to this high attenuation:
smaller antenna aperture at 60 GHz, loss due to atmospheric conditions and higher pen-
etration loss of materials as well as reflection and diffraction loss [157]. But this high
attenuation facilitates high spatial reuse of these frequencies. In addition, because of the
quasi-optical characteristics of 60 GHz signals, shadowing effects are much more severe,
which makes non-line-of-sight communications very difficult. Hence, 60 GHz communica-
tion is most suitable for short-range applications requiring gigbit per second wireless data
transfer.
Another advantage of the 60 GHz band that it has little civil commercial value at present
while the band in 400 MHz to 3 GHz is very congested and very expensive. The spectrum
auction for 4G mobile communication at 800 MHz and 2.6 GHz cost £2.3 billion in the
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UK.
Many potential applications for 60 GHz radio are proposed. Due to high demand in
high speed in cellular data, mobile broadband could move to a higher frequency band.
Samsung has developed a millimetre-wave based mobile system for the future 5G mobile
communications. It can achieve more than 1 Gb/s data rate while the transmitter and
receiver are 2 km apart in a line-of-sight connection. For non-line-of-sight communications,
the range shrinks to about 200 to 300 meters [158]. Future wireless local area networks
(WLAN) will also adopt 60 GHz spectrum based on the IEEE 802.11ad and WiGig
standards [151]. Some WLAN device manufacturers have proposed hybrid 2.5/5/60 GHz
WLAN solution which use lower frequencies for normal operation and 60 GHz for short-
range high-speed line-of-sight communications. Besides, 60 GHz wireless technology has
the potential to replace cables for high rate multimedia streams such as WirelessHD.
3.4 Review of 60 GHz Antennas
Due to the characteristics of 60 GHz signals, some additional requirements are needed
for antenna design. First, a high gain, directional radiation pattern is desired. This is
because of high attenuation at 60 GHz, where high antenna gain can boost the signal.
Also, studies show achieving gigbit per second data rates requires high antenna gain, e-
specially in relatively long ranges. For example, to achieve 5 Gb/s data rate at 20 m,
a combined antenna gain of 25 and 37 dBi are needed for line-of-sight and non-line-of-
sight links, respectively, with no shadowing [159]. In addition, narrow-beam antennas
with line-of-sight links can mitigate multipath effects. Multipath is normally eliminated
using modulation schemes such as equalisation, diversity, or multicarrier techniques at
microwave frequencies, but achieving these techniques at 60 GHz is deemed to be imprac-
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tical, or too expensive. Second, because the size of antenna at 60 GHz is of the order of
a few millimetres which makes it easy to be integrated into the transceiver package or
eventually onto the chip itself. However, challenges must be overcome such as low on-chip
efficiencies and lossy package interconnects. Third, a switched-beam antenna or a phased
antenna array are required to overcome shadowing. The human body is considered as
the main obstacle in indoor communications at 60 GHz [160]. In the indoor environment,
switched-beam antennas are proposed to overcome shadowing caused by human activity.
Because of the integration requirements, many traditional antennas are implemented by
PCB or other substrate based methods. These antennas include dipoles [161], microstrip
path antennas [162], slot antennas [163], Yagi-Uda antennas [164], reflector antennas [165],
horn antennas [166]. Most of them are directional antennas. To achieve high antenna gain,
arrays of multiple radiating elements are formed for dipole and slot antennas.
Some antennas are more suitable to work at millimetre-wave frequencies such as dielectric
resonator antenna (DRA) and lens antennas. DRAs are generally formed of a dielectric
resonator of various shapes mounted on a metal surface. Electromagnetic waves are
radiated into the dielectric resonator from the feed on the metal surface and bounce back
and forth between the walls of resonator, forming standing waves. Because the dielectric
resonator is not entirely enclosed by a conductive boundary, it can radiate as an antenna.
An advantage of DRAs is that they have low losses and are more efficient due to lack
of metal parts, which are very lossy at very high frequencies. Many DRAs have been
designed at 60 GHz [167]. In geometric optics, a lens acts as a concentrator, gathering
energy of light over an area and concentrating it to a point. Due to the quasi-optical
characteristics of millimetre-waves, this principle can be applied to make lens antennas.
The lens can provide a high gain, narrow beamwidth radiation pattern with high efficiency,
and it can also act as a beamformer for multi-beam antennas [168]. A Rotman lens is
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a type of beam-forming network which can be implemented using microstrip lines. It is
compact, reliable, cost-effective and wide band without the need for switches or phase
shifters [169]. Other beamforming techniques include the Butler matrix, Blass matrix,
frequency scanning, and phased arrays. More details on such techniques will be discussed
in Chapter 9. An exhaustive review on beamforming techniques can be found in [170].
Some novel technologies are introduced to implement millimetre-wave antennas, such as
the substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) and low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC).
SIW is formed of two periodic rows of metallic vias or slots connecting the top and bot-
tom ground planes on the both sides of a dielectric substrate. The advantages of SIW
structures are compact, low loss, flexible and cost-effective. They are a promising solution
to achieve the integration of complete system-on-substrate by integrating active circuit-
s, passive components and radiating elements on the same substrate at millimetre-wave
frequencies. Many of RF components have been developed using SIW technology such
as power dividers, antennas, Butler matrices, filters and couplers [171–175]. LTCC is a
multilayer platform technology used in fabrication of components, modules and packages
which integrates passive components such as filters and antennas in the same package
up to millimetre-wave frequencies. Components can be assembled in a number of layers
( up to 70 layers) and 3D integration enables miniaturisation of modules. Other advan-
tages of LTCC are low conductor and dielectric losses, good thermal conductivity, cost
efficiency, stability and hermeticity. One challenge of this technology is achieving the
required fabrication precision at millimetre-wave frequencies. Many antennas have been
developed using LTCC technology at 60 GHz [176–180]. Combinations of SIW and LTCC
technologies have been implemented to design antennas working up to 140 GHz [181].
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3.5 Summary
This chapter introduces 60 GHz wireless body area networks, and gives the reasons why
we need 60 GHz WBANs and the challenges we may face when implementing them. Then,
60 GHz wireless communications and 60 GHz antennas are briefly reviewed. Requirements
for 60 GHz antennas are proposed. This chapter presents a general requirements overview
for the following chapters, where 60 GHz wearable antennas are designed based on the
requirements proposed and body channels are investigated to test the hypothesis stated
above. Finally, solutions are provided to overcome the challenges.
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Measurement Methods
4.1 Introduction
I t is unrealistic to characterise body channels with body movements by simulationbecause the human body becomes electrically large at 60 GHz and doing full body
simulation with numerous body movement snapshots is prohibitively expensive compu-
tationally. Hence, most work done in this thesis is based on measurements, except for
antenna design and characterisation, where just antennas and a small block of a numerical
phantom have been simulated. For body channel characterisation, there are generally two
measurement methods: the first method collects data using a vector network analyser
(VNA) to measure S21 between a transmit antenna and a receive antenna. Both antennas
are connected to the VNA using coaxial cables. The second method records the RSSI or
link quality indicator of a signal transmitted from a self-contained transmitter module at
a given sampling frequency. Both transmitter module and receiver module are designed
using commercial-off-the shelf parts, such as antennas, amplifiers oscillators, microcon-
troller, memories, etc. The data collected by the receiver will store in the memories on
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the module. The main advantage of this method is that it does not require the use of any
cables. In this work, the first measurement method was adopted because of its flexibility,
and simplicity and also the basic properties of body channel can be well established using
this method.
4.2 Equipment in the Measurements
This section describes the equipment used in the measurements including the VNA, an-
tennas, cables, and amplifiers.
4.2.1 Vector Network Analyser
The vector network analyser is the key instrument in the cable-based measurements. The
VNA used is a Rohde & Schwarz c© ZVA67. It is a four-port VNA with working frequency
up to 67 GHz. One major concern of this instrument is its dynamic range. In order
to maximise the dynamic range at 60 GHz, the direct access port of the VNA are used
to eliminate losses in the directional coupler when using bi-directional ports. With IF
bandwidth of 1 kHz, a 76 dB dynamic range. This dynamic range is calculated, so that
the difference between the RMS noise level of the VNA and the received signal level
when two cables were connected together through the direct access ports of the VNA.
can be achieved at 60 GHz with 10 dBm output power. The trade-off between the sweep
speed of the VNA and the dynamic range is an important issue for channel measurements
of WBANs. The sweep speed is controlled by the IF bandwidth of the VNA and is
expected to be fast enough to capture the effects of body movements on radio channels,
but increasing the IF bandwidth will increase the noise level, hence reduce the dynamic
range. In order to achieve a good compromise, a 1 kHz IF bandwidth was adopted for
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most measurements in this thesis, except higher dynamic range is needed for 60 GHz
on-body channel measurements using monopole antennas.
4.2.2 Antennas
The following antennas working at 60 GHz were used in the measurements: monopoles,
20 dBi standard gain horns, scalar horns with an orthomode transducer, a printed Yagi-
Uda array, a substrate integrated waveguide antenna, and a substrate integrated waveg-
uide slot antenna. The 60 GHz monopole antenna is made of a semi-rigid coaxial cable
(Anritsu c© V086MM-30CM). The inner conductor of coaxial cable was machined to be
a quarter-wavelength longer than the outer conductor and a metal disc with 20 mm di-
ameter was mounted on the top of the outer conductor acting as a ground plane. The
measured results show this antenna achieves a good impedance bandwidth and omini-
directional pattern in the azimuth plane. The 20 dBi standard gain horn is a commercial
rectangular horn antenna from Flann c© with series 240 model 25240. The scalar horn
with orthomode transducer is also a commercial antenna from Millitech c©. There are two
ports on the orthomode transducer and it can achieve two orthogonal polarisation simul-
taneously. The last three antennas were designed in this work and will be introduced in
Chapter 8 and 9. Some measurements were also conducted at 2.45 GHz for comparison.
Monopole antennas at 2.45 GHz and a wideband horn antenna from Q-par with model
number WBH1-18S were used in these measurements.
4.2.3 Cables
During on-body measurements, cable assemblies can be easily damaged due to repeated
flexing after multiple uses, especially at 60 GHz. This is due to mechanical stress and
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twisting caused by body movements. Replacement of the cables is very expensive. Extra
caution during body movements is required during the measurements. Metal-shielded
cables were introduced in the later measurements, but they cause more stress on the
antenna connectors because they are heavier than plastic-shielded cables. Furthermore,
their use makes more difficult to place antennas on the body. The length of the 60 GHz
cables is chosen 2 m because longer cables will introduce much more loss which is difficult
to compensate. However, the use of these relatively short cables gives rise to addition-
al restrictions on the body movements. A small piece of semi-rigid coaxial (Anritsu c©
V086MM-30CM) was used to connect the antenna and the flexible cable. Because the
semi-rigid cable can support stress from both the antenna and the flexible cable, it makes
placement of the antenna on the body more easy. Also, one major concern about cables
is that the effect of unwanted scattering from the cables will result in a negative effect
on the measured channel data. Besides, the cables may radiate as an antenna at lower
frequencies, but at 60 GHz, radiation from the cables is very low, especially from metal-
shielded cables. By using semi-rigid cables, cables were carefully routed to avoid being
in the path of the measured channel. Hence, the unwanted scattering of signals from the
cables can be minimised thanks to the quasi-optical characteristics of 60 GHz waves.
4.2.4 Amplifiers
In order to improve the overall measurement system dynamic range at 60 GHz, two
amplifiers were used, namely, a 58 to 62 GHz medium power amplifier (Spacek Labs Inc.
model no: SP604-13-12W) and a 55 to 65 GHz low noise amplifier (Spacek Labs Inc.
model no: SL6010-15-6).
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4.3 Radio Channel Measurement Method
Channel measurements characterising wireless body area networks involve putting anten-
nas on the human bodies. There are two factors which make these channel measurements
different and even more difficult than other radio channel measurements. Firstly, geome-
try changes due to body movements result in dramatic changes of the channel properties
and these changes must be captured by the measurements. Secondly, the measured data
include both antennas and the channel properties and de-embedding antennas from the
measured transmission channel is very difficult. In addition, body movements have a sig-
nificant effect on the measured channel data, but it is impossible to repeat the movements
exactly, even when the human subject appears to perform periodic movements. Hence,
characterisation of body dynamics becomes important as well. Finally, the system de-
signer is primarily interested in models extracted from a large number of measurements.
It is desirable to measure channels of body area networks in a person’s daily life and in
different environments. However, due to the restrictions imposed by the instrument and
cables, this is hard to achieve.
Figure 4.1 shows the on-body channel measurement with the VNA and cables. For on-
body channels, both the transmit and receive antennas are on the same body. For off-body
channels, the second antenna is placed on the object in the vicinity of the subject, or on
another person nearby.
In the on-body channel measurement setup, flexible coaxial cables are used to connect
antennas to the VNA. The amplitude and phase of S21 or signal can be measured. The
VNA is typically bench-mounted close to the subject. The normalisations of measured
data were performed before or after each measurement. The normalisation process is fol-
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VNA
Cables
Antennas
Anechoic chamber
or environment
Figure 4.1: On-body channel measurement with vector network analyser (VNA) and
cables.
lowing: 1)the cables from input port and output port of the VNA were connected through
a through calibration kit; 2)S21 was measured with cable movements; 3)using RMS value
of measured cable data to normalise the measured channel data. One exception is in
covertness measurement where a 4m-free-space normalisation using two horn antennas at
60 GHz was performed, which will be described in Chapter 7.
Table 4.1 summarises the details of VNA parameters for channel measurements conducted
in this thesis.
4.4 Antenna Radiation Pattern and Gain Measurement Method
Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram for 60 GHz antenna radiation pattern and gain mea-
surement setup. The frequency multiplier and mixer were used in this measurement to
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Table 4.1: VNA parameters for channel measurements
Measurement Power IF BW Noise floor1 Sweep time Samplings
60GHz channel(mono)5 10 dB 100Hz −91.6dB 200.7s 20001
60GHz channel(horn)5 10 dB 1kHz −85.7dB 62.1s 60001
60GHz interference6 0 dB 1kHz −110dB 62.1s 60001
2.45GHz interference6 0 dB 1kHz −97dB 62.1s 60001
60GHz CIR6 10 dB 1kHz −110dB 62.1s 60001
2.45GHz CIR6 10 dB 1kHz −97dB 62.1s 60001
60GHz detection7 0 dB 1kHz −56.5dB 62.1s 60001
60GHz channel(Yagi)8.6 10 dB 100Hz −89.6dB 10s 1001
60GHz channel(slot ant.)9.4 10 dB 1kHz −70.4dB 135.3ms 504
1 This is the RMS noise floor after normalisation.
up-convert and down-convert the signal frequency. The interface of 60 GHz side of the
multiplier and mixer is the WR15 waveguide. Hence, the waveguide transitions were
designed to feed the antennas in this measurement. Figure 4.3 shows the measurement
VNA PA
15GHz Multiplier
    Х 4
60GHz
60GHz
Spectrum 
Analyser
Standard-gain 
horn
AUT
Figure 4.2: Block diagram for 60 GHz antenna radiation pattern measurement.
setup inside the anechoic chamber. The mixer was placed underneath the rotating table,
so it rotates with table during the pattern measurement. A bent waveguide was used to
connect the mixer with the antenna under test (AUT) and make sure the AUT aligned
with the horn antenna. Due to this setup, the phase center of the AUT cannot coincide
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with the rotating axis of the rotating table. Hence, measurement errors are expected. For
Standard-gain Horn
AUT
Bent Waveguide
Rotating Table
Figure 4.3: 60 GHz antenna radiation pattern measurement.
the gain measurement, the gain-transfer method was used. This technique utilizes a gain
standard (with a known gain) to determine absolute gains. The procedure requires two
sets of measurements. In one set, using the AUT as the receiving antenna, the received
power into a matched load is recorded. In the other set, the AUT is replaced by the
standard gain antenna (20dBi standard gain horn in this thesis) and the received power
into a matched load is recorded. In both sets, the geometrical arrangement is maintained
intact except replacing the receiving antennas, and the input power is maintained the
same. Hence, by comparison of two measured powers, the relative gain between the AUT
and standard gain antenna can yield the absolute gain of the AUT.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the channel measurement methods for body area networks were briefly
reviewed. The equipment and the measurement arrangements were described. The advan-
tages and limitations of the cable-based method were also addressed. Antenna radiation
pattern and gain measurement methods are also introduced.
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60 GHz On-body Channels
Characterisation Using Monopole
and Horn Antennas
5.1 Introduction
I n this chapter, a number of on-body propagation links between body-mounted an-tennas are investigated experimentally at 60 GHz. The antennas used in these mea-
surements are monopole and horn antennas. One is omni-directional with low gain and
the other is directional with high gain. Variations of the carrier wave magnitude with
random body movements were measured and a statistical analysis for the changing on-
body channels was performed. The investigated links were chosen to represent a body
area network which consists of a number of wearable devices placed on different parts of
the human body. As shown in Figure 5.1, these locations include positions on the waist
(e.g. mobile phone, or other body area aggregator), head (e.g. headphones, Google glass-
es), wrist (e.g. smart watch, physiological sensor), chest and upper arm (e.g. repeater
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nodes necessary to establish longer links). Besides, the effect of polarisation on the path
gain was also analysed by using Millitech c© orthomode transducers (OMT) [182] in the
measurements.
Head
Arm
Chest
Waist
Wrist
Figure 5.1: Antenna positions and channels investigated in the measurements.
5.2 Measurement Procedure
On-body channel measurements were conducted in an anechoic chamber using a Rohde
& Schwarz ZVA 67 VNA. The direct access ports of source and receiver were used to
maximise dynamic range of the measurements by bypassing the directional couplers in the
VNA. The received signal magnitudes were measured during the measurements. Figure 5.2
shows antennas used in the measurements. In monopole measurements, two quarter-
wavelength monopole antennas with a circular ground plane of a 25 mm diameter were
connected to the VNA through two 2 m long coaxial cables. The loss in the cables was
measured as the cables were flexed randomly during a through calibration, before and
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after the measurements. It was found that the stress caused by rapid movements lead to
deterioration of the cable performance, as the loss in the cable increased by 0.7 dB after
the measurements were done, and the standard deviation of the logarithmic loss increased
from 0.3 to 0.5 dB. In the horn measurements, two 17 dBi scalar horn antennas [183] at
60 GHz from Millitech c© were used. Each horn was connected to two ports of a 4-port
VNA through an OMT, two waveguide-to-coaxial connector adaptors and two armored
coaxial cables. Thus, two orthogonal polarizations of each scalar horn could be accessed
simultaneously.
The settings for the analyser sweep were different for horn and monopole measurements.
For monopole measurements, the VNA was set to 60 GHz center frequency and 1 Hz
frequency span, with 20001 sweep points taken over a sweep time of 200.7 s. For horn
measurements, the VNA generated a 60 GHz carrier wave frequency but the sweep time
was 62.1 s with 60001 samples in a sweep. The wider IF bandwidth of the VNA was used
in the horn measurements in order to compensate the switching time of the two sources in
the VNA and the narrower IF bandwidth used in the monopole measurements to lower the
noise level. The 1 Hz frequency span, chosen due to the VNA setting limitations, is much
smaller than the maximum Doppler frequency shift (which was estimated to be about
200 Hz, assuming the speed of body movements of 1 m/s), and therefore should not have
a notable effect on the results. It worth mentioning that the sampling frequency of about
100 samples/s in the monopole measurements is less than that required by the sampling
theorem, that is, 400 samples/s (two times the Doppler frequency shift). Therefore, the
measured signal may be somewhat under-sampled. This, however, should not affect the
statistics of the signal magnitude provided that a sufficiently large data set is available.
The output power of the VNA was set to 10 dBm for both measurements. A through
normalisation was performed before the measurements to remove the effects of cables and
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connectors, but the antennas were not included.
The test subject wearing the antennas was a male of a 178 cm height and 74 kg weight.
The subject was wearing a conformal wetsuit made of approximately 1 mm thick nylon
fabric. The antennas had to be supported by an expanded polystyrene foam block above
the body because of the coaxial probe feed at the back of the antenna, and were held
in place securely with belts and self-adhesive tape. The ground plane of the monopoles
was parallel to the body with a distance of approximately 13–15 mm from the skin.
For horn antennas, two cables were used to connect each port of OMT to the VNA.
One corresponds to a polarisation perpendicular to the skin the other corresponds to the
polarisation parallel to the skin. The distance between the body surface and the horn
antenna was about 10–12 mm. Figure 5.3 shows the antenna placements on the subject
for the head-arm link.
A number of on-body propagation channels were measured, including waist-chest, chest-
head, head-upper arm, and upper arm-wrist. During each measurement a random se-
quence of movements was performed by the test subject, simulating various everyday
activities, such as reading, writing, eating, operating electronic equipment (e.g. comput-
ers and mobile phones), walking, exercising, etc. The received signal magnitude when
two cables were connected together with cable movements was measured. And the over-
all RMS of this value was used to normalise the measured signal magnitude for each
measurement in order to remove the effects of cables and connectors.
A separate motion capture measurement using VICON c© was carried out to capture body
movements and measure the distances between different nodes on the surface of the body.
More details of the measurement are described in [115]. The distance data from this
measurement were used in the following section.
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Figure 5.2: Antennas used in the channel measurements: (a) monopole antenna, (b) scalar
horn antenna with orthomode transducer.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Antenna placement on the subject for head-arm link: (a) monopole antenna,
(b) horn antenna with orthomode transducer.
5.3 Results and Discussions
Figure 5.4 shows empirically derived cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the mea-
sured path gain data for the arm-wrist channel. The path gain is defined as the ratio of
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the power at the output of the receiving antenna to the power at the input of the transmit-
ting antenna. These data were produced for all possible postures of the arm-wrist channel
during the measurement. The CDFs for 4 polarization arrangements are shown, namely,
VV (both antennas polarized vertically, i.e. perpendicularly to the body surface), VH
(transmitting antenna is vertically polarized while the receiving antenna is horizontally
polarized, i.e. tangentially to the body surface), HV (transmitting antenna is horizontally
and receiver is vertically polarized), and HH (both antennas are horizontally polarized).
The corresponding results for VV-oriented monopoles with circular ground planes are also
presented in the figures for comparison. As shown in the figure, the monopole antennas
provide a significant extra path gain compared to the horn antennas. The median path
gain of monopole is more than 11 dB higher than that of horns as shown in Table 5.1.
It is due to movements of the arm of the subject, which results in loss of line-of-sight
communications between two horn antennas while because of omni-directionality, the
communications between two monopoles were sustained. For polarisation comparisons,
the HH polarisation is the dominant polarisation for the most of time.
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Figure 5.4: CDF for the arm-wrist channel.
The chest-waist channel, CDFs for which are shown in Figure 5.5, is a relatively stable
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channel due to limited relative movements between the two antennas. Directive anten-
nas realise their advantage over monopole antennas in achieving higher path gain in this
kind of channel. The median path gain of horns is about 18 dB higher than that of
monopoles. Depolarization in this channel is small, and the VV polarization setup pro-
duces the strongest signal overall.
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Figure 5.5: CDF for the chest-waist channel.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the path gains for the chest-wrist and head-wrist channels. Two
monopole antennas achieve the communications above the measurement noise floor in a
wide range of positions and orientations relative to each other in this channel, but horns
were rarely pointing directly at each other. As shown in Table 5.1, the median path gain
of horn antennas is below the noise level. Therefore, omni-directional antennas are more
suitable for the wrist-terminated channels.
Figure 5.8 shows the path gain for the head-arm channel. As shown in Figure 5.2, one
horn antenna was placed on the right side of the head and the other horn antenna was
placed on the front of right arm. Hence, VH and HV are co-polarised channels, which
have 4–5 dB extra median path gain over the VV and HH channels. Monopoles gave a
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Figure 5.6: CDF for the chest-wrist channel.
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Figure 5.7: CDF for the head-wrist channel.
higher path gain for most of the time due to their wide coverage of the body area.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the path gains for head-chest and head-waist channels. The
main difference between two channels is the physical path length distance. Because of the
placement of antennas, the VH and HV channels are the co-polarised ones. As indicated in
Figure 5.9, directional antennas show a significant advantage over omni-directional ones,
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Figure 5.8: CDF for the head-arm channel.
both in short and long communication links. More than 20 dB extra median path gain
achieved by using horn antennas. For the head-waist channel, the path gain difference
between co-polarised channels (VH and HV) and cross-polarised channels (VV and HH) is
small. This is due to severe depolarisation caused by the longer distance between antennas
and movements of belly and diaphragm.
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Figure 5.9: CDF for the head-chest channel.
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Figure 5.10: CDF for the head-waist channel.
Table 5.1: Median of path gain (dB) for on-body channels with horns and monopoles
VV VH HV HH mono distances2(mm)
Arm-Wrist −70.8 −73.5 −71.8 −68.2 −56.8 336.9
Chest-Waist −52.5 −58.5 −60.9 −53.4 −70.0 246.1
Chest-Wrist ×1 ×1 ×1 ×1 −80.6 377.9
Head-Waist −67.0 −65.0 −63.5 −68.0 ×1 654.8
Head-Arm −77.6 −71.8 −73.4 −77.0 −67.0 412.9
Head-Chest −48.5 −40.9 −39.7 −51.5 −63.9 393.2
Head-Wrist ×1 ×1 ×1 ×1 −69.1 673.5
1 signal below noise
2 the median distances were calculated using distance data from optical motion cap-
ture and they are line-of-sight distances, sometimes even through the human body.
Figure 5.11 shows the percentages of the dominant polarisation for on-body channels using
horn antennas. The dominant polarisation is the polarisation gives the best path gain in
a particular channel for most of the time. There is no single dominant polarisation for all
on-body channels. This is mainly because the depolarisation caused by body movements
for different channels is different. However, polarisation diversity techniques may be used
to improve the path gain for on-body channels.
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Figure 5.11: Percentage of dominant polarisation for on-body channels with horn anten-
nas.
Further statistical analysis has been performed for measured path gains using monopole
antennas1. A fragment of the measured signal variation is shown in Figure 5.12. It shows
that two different types of fading are present at the same time: small short-term variation
is superimposed onto much larger and slower long-term variation. Hence, the time-varying
complex channel transfer function can be represented in the following form:
h˜(t) = s˜(t) · l(t) (5.3.1)
where
l(t) =
√
〈| h˜(t) |2〉∆t (5.3.2)
is the long-term fading component which slowly varies with time, provided 〈· · · 〉∆t rep-
resents local averaging over a short-time period ∆t. And s˜(t) is a fast varying complex
factor whose magnitude, s(t) =| s˜(t) |, represents the short-term component. Then, given
1This data analysis was done by Dr. Yuriy Ivanovich Nechayev [184].
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a transmitted complex signal complex x˜(t), the received complex signal envelope is
r˜(t) = s˜(t) · l(t) · x˜(t) + n˜(t) (5.3.3)
where n˜(t) is the complex random thermal noise at the receiver, and | x˜(t) | = 1 in this
measurement setup because the data was normalised before the measurement.
By multiplying Equation (5.3.3) by its complex conjugate and averaging over a time
period ∆t, which should be sufficiently short for the long-term component l(t) to remain
approximately constant, we arrive at,
l2(t) = 〈r2(t)〉∆t − 〈n2(t)〉∆t ' 〈r2(t)〉∆t (5.3.4)
When SNR has a high value, an approximation r(t)  n(t) was made. One question
that arises is what ∆t should be used? The criteria are that there are sufficient short-
term fading oscillations (approximately 4 to 6) inside that window and yet small enough
compared to the time scale of the long-term variation [185]. The local RMS long-term
component l(t) was calculated using Equation (5.3.4) with the window size ∆t = 0.2 s.
It is worth mentioning this window size is probably not the optimal value. Then,
s(t) = | r˜(t)− n˜(t) |
l(t) '
r(t)
l(t) (5.3.5)
Therefore, these two kinds of fading can be separated in the post-processing by means
of averaging the received signal over a sufficiently short period time ∆t, where the long-
term component to remain approximately constant, to remove the short-term component
based on Equation (5.3.4). The short-term component can be calculated by subtracting
the long-term component from the measured signal envelope in logarithmic form based on
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Equation (5.3.5). In this calculation, the threshold of the level not exceeded by noise 95%
of the time was chosen for the SNR consideration. The data below this threshold were
excluded from the analysis to eliminate the effect of noise on the channel characteristics.
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Figure 5.12: Time variation of measured signals: (a) Measured signal envelope (b) Long-
term, l(t) and short-term, s(t), components.
The level-crossing rate (LCR) and average fade duration (AFD) of the long-term fading
for four channels were also calculated and are shown in Figure 5.13 and 5.14. The long-
term fading is mostly caused by shadowing, antenna pointing error, polarisation mismatch
and distance changes. These variations are fairly slow with typical level crossing rates
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< 1 s−1 and average fade durations > 0.1 s. However, two channels with the wrist node
exhibit much larger LCRs and smaller AFDs in a 20 dB range around the median than
the other two channels. This is because that the highly volatile nature of the movements
when the antenna is on the wrist. The channels from the arm and the chest to the head
change at a much slower rate but stay in the fade longer.
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Figure 5.13: LCR of l(t) normalised to its median, H(Head),A(Arm),C(Chest),Wr(Wrist)
Results also show that the attenuation in the channels is much stronger at 60 GHz than
that at lower frequencies. Thus, the separations between communication nodes have to
be short (approximately less than 30 mm) and the link should be line-of-sight for reliable
on-body communications. Multipath fading at 60 GHz is much less prominent than at
lower frequencies and only becomes significant when the signal level is low.
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Figure 5.14: AFD of l(t) normalised to its median, H(Head),A(Arm),C(Chest),Wr(Wrist)
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, 60 GHz on-body channels have been investigated using monopole antennas
and horn antennas. Monopole antennas represent omni-directional antennas with relative-
ly low antenna gain and horns represent directional antennas with high gain. Channels
related to the positions of the head, arm, wrist, chest and waist were studied in terms
of measuring and characterising the path gain of the channel. For horn measurements,
orthomode transducers were used to investigate the polarisation dependence of path gain
for on-body channels. Studies show that horn antennas demonstrate significant advan-
tage in relatively stable channels such as the chest-waist channel by improving path gain
compared to monopole antennas. Directional antennas also help to extend the communi-
cation distance due to its higher gain. However, in the more mobile channels, such as the
wrist-terminated ones, monopole antennas achieve better performance because of their
wider radiation coverage, while horn antennas have much lower probability of pointing
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at each other. In addition, body movements cause the depolarisation of the channels,
which sometimes results in significant degradation of channel performance, hence no sin-
gle polarisation outperforms others in all on-body channels. Dual-polarised or circularly
polarised antennas may be helpful for improving the on-body channel performance. Fi-
nally, for different channels, different antenna characteristics are required. Requirements
such as antenna gain, antenna beamwidth, polarisation must be taken into account.
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Investigation of Inter-User
Interference of Wireless Body
Area Networks at 60 GHz
6.1 Introduction
T his chapter investigates the inter-user interference between two persons withbody movements in an indoor environment at 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz. Both omni-
directional antennas (monopole antenna) and directional antennas (horn antenna) were
used in the measurements. The interfering signal strength variations and CIR were mea-
sured and characterized. Comparisons of interference signals and carrier-to-interference
ratio between 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz are made.
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6.2 Measurement Procedure
6.2.1 Interfering signal strength variation measurements
Interfering signal strength variation measurements were performed in a laboratory in
the Electronic, Electrical and Computer Engineering building at the University of Birm-
ingham. Antennas used in these measurements are monopole antennas at 2.45 GHz,
monopole antennas at 60 GHz and 20 dBi gain standard horn antennas at 60 GHz. For
each measurement, two identical antennas were placed on the bodies of two men of the
height 1.65 m and 1.83 m, respectively. Antenna placements on the body were at the
head, the abdomen and the wrist positions as shown in Figure 6.1. Hence, six interfer-
ence channels were investigated, namely abdomen-abdomen, head-abdomen, head-head,
head-wrist, wrist-abdomen, wrist-wrist. Only one channel was measured during each
measurement. Figure 6.2 shows a 2.45 GHz monopole antenna placed on the wrist of
human body. The ground plane of this antenna is 80 × 80 mm2. The distance between
the antenna and the body surface is 20 mm. Figure 6.3 shows the placements of 60 GHz
monopole antenna on the human body. This antenna is made of a 60 GHz coaxial ca-
ble. The ground plane diameter is 25 mm and its height above the skin is approximately
13 mm. The loss in the short feed cable of the monopoles is less than 0.5 dB. Monopoles
have a near omni-directional pattern in the azimuth plane tangential to the body surface.
In order to improve the dynamic range at 60 GHz, two amplifiers were used during the
measurements, namely, a power amplifier (Spacek Labs Inc. SP604-13-12W) and a low
noise amplifier (Spacek Labs Inc. SL6010-15-6). They achieve 30.8 dB gain in total
at 60 GHz with this measurement setup. Placements of a 60 GHz standard gain horn
antenna with an amplifier on the body are shown in Figure 6.4. The horn antenna used
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Figure 6.1: Antenna placements on the human body.
is Flann c© standard gain horn Series 240 model 25240. The gain of antenna is 20 dBi.
When the horn was placed on the wrist and abdomen, the aperture of the antenna was
facing upwards. When the horn was placed on the head, the aperture of the antenna was
facing downwards.
Figure 6.2: Monopole antenna on the wrist (2.45 GHz).
During the measurements, two subjects performed random movements and rotations with-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: Placements of monopole antenna with amplifier on the body (60 GHz):
(a) Head, (b) Wrist, (c) Abdomen.
in a 1× 2.5 m2 area in the lab environment as shown in Figure 6.5. The room contained
equipment, tables, and chairs and computers, thus providing a rich multipath propagation
environment. Random movements include walking, waving arms, rotating trunk, squat-
ting, bending trunk, running, etc. It is worth mentioning that this scenario should be the
worse case compared with daily scenarios because two persons are very close to each other.
In a real situation, the interference should be much lower at 60 GHz because the distance
between persons is much longer. The S21 during the various activities was measured with
a Rohde & Schwarz c© ZVA 67 VNA. The source and receiver direct access ports on the
ZVA 67 were used, thus bypassing the directional couplers in order to maximize the dy-
namic range of the measurements. For this 60 GHz measurement setup, the analyzer was
set to 60 GHz CW with 60001 sweep points taken over a sweep time of 62.1 s. The output
power and measurement bandwidth were set to 0 dBm and 1 kHz respectively. Two 2 m
long cables were used to connect antennas with the analyzer. The loss in the cables was
measured as the cables were flexed randomly during a through calibration, before the
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measurements and afterwards. It was found that stress caused by rapid movements lead
to deterioration of the cable performance, as the loss in the cable increased by 1.5 dB
after measurements were done. The overall RMS signal strength in the cables was used
to normalize the measured signal magnitude, and amplifier gain was removed in the data
processing. With such a setup, the RMS noise level was at −110 dBm. For 2.45 GHz
measurement, the VNA settings were the same with 60 GHz measurements. The output
power is 0 dBm. The analyser sweep was set to 2.45 GHz centre frequency and 1 kHz
frequency span with 60001 sweep points taken over a sweep time of 62.1 s. The RMS
noise level at 2.45 GHz is −97 dBm. The loss in the cable due to movements is negligible
at 2.45 GHz.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.4: Placements of horn antenna with amplifier on the body (60 GHz): (a) Head,
(b) Wrist, (c) Abdomen.
6.2.2 Carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) measurements
The carrier-to-interference ratio measurements were conducted in the same environmen-
t with the same VNA setting except that the output power was set to 10 dBm. One
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Figure 6.5: Lab environment.
monopole antenna and one horn antenna were placed on each subject for 60 GHz mea-
surements. Only one antenna was in the transmitting mode, whilst the other three an-
tennas were receiving. Hence, there were three channels measured simultaneously in this
experiment. The channel on the same subject is defined as the wanted-signal channel.
The other two between two subjects are defined as interference channels. Two body
channels were measured: the head-abdomen channel and the head-chest channel. Fig-
ure 6.6 shows examples of antenna placements for both channels. We define the following
format to illustrate the antenna placement on two subjects: Antenna type, Position −
Antenna type, Position. Abbreviations are used to represent antenna positions: H for
head, C for chest and A for abdomen. In this format, the first antenna was the trans-
mitting antenna. The others were receiving antennas. The same type of antenna was
placed on the same position for each subject. Therefore, the following measurements were
measured:
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HornH −MonopoleA
MonopoleA−HornH
HornH −MonopoleC
MonopoleC −HornH
For example, HornH−MonopoleA represents that the case in which horn antenna and a
monopole antenna were placed on the head and the abdomen respectively for each subject.
The horn antenna on the head of Subject 1 was transmitting. The others were receiving.
Because of reciprocity of channels, these channels measured are equivalent to the scenarios
that three antennas are transmitting and one antenna is receiving which is the situation
when interference occurs. Figure 6.7 shows the equivalent interference scenario for the
measurement setup shown in Figure 6.6(b). The reason for doing the measurement this
way was that there were not enough power amplifiers available.
In order to eliminate ambiguity, the following results and discussions will be presented in
the context of the real interference scenario which means that the transmitting antenna in
our measurements will be called the receiving antenna for the interference situation. Four
2 m coaxial cables were used to connect four antennas with the VNA. A power amplifier
was always used with the transmitting antenna at 60 GHz. The gain of power amplifier
is up to 23 dB at 60 GHz. A low noise amplifier was connected with the receiving horn
antenna because high gain antenna suffers more significant shadowing effects at 60 GHz.
The gain of low noise amplifier is 16 dB. This gain was subtracted from the measured data
for that certain channel. Normalisation has been performed for all four ports. Movement
of cable results in up to 1 dB fluctuation of the received signal. During the measurements,
two subjects were performing random movements within the fixed area. Each sweep took
62.1 s to collect 60001 sampling points. Three channels were measured simultaneously
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when subjects were performing movements. For 2.45 GHz measurements, four monopole
antennas were used, two on each subject. Other settings were the same as that at 60 GHz
except that no amplifier was used at 2.45 GHz.
Head(Tx)
Head(Rx)
Abdomen(Rx)
Abdomen(Rx)
InterferenceSignal
Subject 1 Subject 2
(a)
Head(Tx)
Head(Rx)
Chest(Rx)
Chest(Rx)
Interference
Signal
Subject 1 Subject 2
(b)
Figure 6.6: Examples of antenna placement for CIR measurements: (a) Head-abdomen
channel, (b) Head-chest channel.
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Head(Rx)
Head(Tx)
Chest(Tx)
Chest(Tx)
Interference
Signal
Subject 1 Subject 2
Figure 6.7: Interference equivalent scenario for head-chest channels.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Interfering signal strength variation
In order to eliminate the effect of noise on the characteristics of the channel samples
of interference lower than a certain threshold were excluded from the analysis. The
threshold was chosen to be at the level not exceeded by noise 99% of the time. For
60 GHz, the S21 threshold was −103 dB. Any sample of interference below this threshold
was replaced by the threshold. Because all data at 2.45 GHz are above the noise, this
process was not applied at 2.45 GHz. Figure 6.8 shows the normalised magnitude of the
measured S21 for the abdomen-abdomen interference channel. As shown in the figures,
the interference level at 2.45 GHz is higher than that at 60 GHz. The interference level for
monopoles at 60 GHz is higher than for horns at 60 GHz. Table 6.1 shows the statistics
of the magnitude of the interfering signal. The median interference magnitude of 60 GHz
monopoles for the abdomen-abdomen interference channel is 17.5 dB lower than that
of 2.45 GHz monopoles. The median interfering magnitude of 60 GHz horns is about
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26 dB lower than that of 60 GHz monopoles. These findings agree with our assumption
that the adoption of 60 GHz radio and directional antennas can reduce the interference
level significantly. In addition, the short-term fading at 60 GHz is much more faster
than that at 2.45 GHz. The short-term fading is due to the channel dynamics produced
by the multipath effect in transmission. As body movements were at almost the same
speed while the wavelength at 60 GHz is much shorter, the multipath effect resulted in
much larger variation of signal in the small time interval. Also, the standard deviation
of interfering magnitude indicates that there are larger interfering magnitude variations
at 60 GHz due to 60 GHz propagation characteristics and the narrower beamwidth of
directional antennas.
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Figure 6.8: Normalised magnitude of S21 for abdomen-abdomen interference channel:
(a) 60 GHz monopole, (b) 60 GHz horn, (c) 2.45 GHz monopole.
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Table 6.1: Data statistics for interfering magnitude
Interference channels Frequency & Antennas Median(dB) Standard deviation(dB)
2.45 GHz mono −48.3 7.7
Abdomen-Abdomen 60 GHz mono −65.7 10.2
60 GHz horn −89.4 9.9
2.45 GHz mono −50.1 7.3
Abdomen-Head 60 GHz mono −69.6 9.1
60 GHz horn −89.4 9.4
2.45 GHz mono −47.3 6.8
Head-Head 60 GHz mono −67.4 9.4
60 GHz horn −86.7 9.0
2.45 GHz mono −49.3 7.7
Wrist-Abdomen 60 GHz mono −69.4 9.6
60 GHz horn −87.9 8.9
2.45 GHz mono −48.6 7.4
Wrist-Head 60 GHz mono −67.3 8.9
60 GHz horn −87.9 7.6
2.45 GHz mono −48.3 7.4
Wrist-Wrist 60 GHz mono −68.5 8.9
60 GHz horn −86.9 8.8
Figure 6.9 shows the cumulative distribution function for the interference magnitude of all
measured channels. These show similar distributions. According to these measurements,
there are two factors that contribute to the interfering magnitude mitigation, namely the
frequency and the antenna type. The median values from Table 6.1 were used to calculate
how many dB of interference reduction can be achieved corresponding to each factor. As
shown in Table 6.2, the differences of the interference magnitude mitigation due to the
frequency factor and the antenna factor are less than 2 dB for most interference channels,
except for the abdomen-abdomen interference channel. For this channel, horn antennas
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achieved 6.3 dB higher interference reduction compared to the reduction achieved by the
adoption of 60 GHz radio. This is because of the antenna placement and orientation. The
horn antennas placed on the abdomen were facing upwards, as shown in Figure 6.4(c).
Also, the abdomen is a less mobile part of the human body. These imply that there is
less chance in establishing a direct interference link between two horn antennas placed on
two different persons.
Table 6.2: Frequency and antenna contribution to interference magnitude reduction for
all measured interference channels
Interference channels 60 GHz vs. 2.45 GHz (dB) Horns vs. monopoles (dB)
Abdomen-Abdomen 17.4 23.7
Abdomen-Head 19.5 19.7
Head-Head 20.1 19.2
Wrist-Abdomen 20.1 18.4
Wrist-Head 18.6 20.6
Wrist-Wrist 20.1 18.4
The level-crossing rate (LCR) was also calculated for the interference magnitude for all
measured channels and is shown in Figure 6.10. The LCR is much higher at 60 GHz
compared to 2.45 GHz, because the wavelength is much smaller and they have different
multipath effect. By comparing the LCR for 60 GHz monopoles and the LCR for 60 GHz
horns, it shows that the radiation pattern of antenna has the significant impact on the
LCR. The interference channel with the wrist node exhibits much larger LCRs. This is
thought to be a consequence of the highly volatile nature of the movements when the
antenna is placed on the wrist. The interference channels with the abdomen and head
change at a much slower rate.
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Figure 6.9: CDF for interference magnitude.
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Figure 6.10: LCR for interference magnitude: (a) 2.45 GHz monopoles, (b) 60 GHz
monopoles, (c) 60 GHz horns.
6.3.2 Carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR)
Figure 6.11 shows the measured magnitude of HornH −MonopoleC at 60 GHz. In this
measurement, one horn antenna and one monopole antenna were placed on the head and
the chest for each subject. The (red) solid curve shows the wanted signal from the chest
to the head on Subject 1. The (blue) curve with rectangle marker shows the interference
from the horn antenna on the chest of Subject 2. The (green) curve with circle marker
shows the interference from the monopole antenna on the head of Subject 2. As shown
in the figure, the wanted signal is more than 20 dB higher than the interference. For CIR
calculation, if either the wanted signal or the interference is below the noise, the data is
discarded. Figure 6.12 shows the CIRs against time and the CDF of CIRs for the 60 GHz
HornH −MonopoleC measurement. The data statistics of CIRs for other channels are
listed in Table 6.3.
Based on the data in Table 6.3, the following comparisons are made: HornH−MonopoleC
and MonopoleC −HornH measure the same channel: the head-chest channel. As shown
in Figure 6.13, the only difference between two measurements is which antenna was re-
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Figure 6.11: Measured magnitude of 60 GHz HornH −MonopoleC.
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Figure 6.12: 60 GHz CIR of HornH −MonopoleC: (a) CIR for interference from horn
on the head of Subject 2, (b) CIR for interference from monopole on the chest of Subject
2, (c) CDF of CIRs.
ceiving. For HornH −MonopoleC, the receiving antenna was the horn antenna on the
head of Subject 1. For MonopoleC − HornH, the receiving antenna was the monopole
antenna on the chest of Subject 1. HornH − MonopoleC(HornH) gives the highest
CIR in this comparison, because both the receiving antenna and interferer are horn an-
tennas. As discussed in Section 6.3.1, the directional antenna mitigates the interfer-
ing magnitude significantly. On the contrary, the MonopoleC − HornH(MonopoleC)
gives the lowest CIR, because the the receiving antenna and interferer are monopole an-
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tennas. The 3.61 dB CIR difference between HornH − MonopoleC(MonopoleC) and
MonopoleC −HornH(HornH) must be caused by the unrepeatable random movements
which subjects were performing in the measurements. The same finding can be reached
in the comparison of HornH −MonopoleA and MonopoleA−HornH.
Horn
Horn
Monopole
Monopole
Interference
Signal
Subject 1 Subject 2
Ch1
Ch2
Ch3
Ch1/Ch2: HornH-MonopoleC(HornH)
Ch1/Ch3: HornH-MonopoleC(MonopoleC)
(a)
Horn
Horn
Monopole
Monopole
Interference
Signal
Subject 1 Subject 2
Ch1 Ch2
Ch3
Ch1/Ch2: MonopoleC-HornH(HornH)
Ch1/Ch3: MonopoleC-HornH(MonopoleC)
(b)
Figure 6.13: 60 GHz CIR measurement setup for the head-chest channel: (a) HornH −
MonopoleC, (b) MonopoleC −HornH.
Another comparison is made between HornH −MonopoleC and HornH −MonopoleA
as shown in Figure 6.14. The difference between the two is the communication distance
on Subject 1, which results in more than 20 dB lower CIR for the head-abdomen channel.
This is because 60 GHz signal attenuates very quickly when it is propagating along the
body, and the short communication distance can improve the wanted signal. Therefore,
for single link communications, the shorter communication distance is desired for 60 GHz
on-body communications.
Similar CIR measurements at 2.45 GHz were conducted in the same environment and with
the same subjects. However, the antennas used at 2.45 GHz were all monopole antennas.
The measured CIRs are listed in Table 6.4. The first column indicates which channel we
measured and where was the interferer. For example, Abdomen-Head(Head) means that
the abdomen-head channel was measured with the monopole antenna on the abdomen
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Subject 1 Subject 2
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Ch3
Ch1/Ch2: HornH-MonopoleC(HornH)
Ch1/Ch3: HornH-MonopoleC(MonopoleC)
(a)
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Ch1/Ch2: HornH-MonopoleA(HornH)
Ch1/Ch3: HornH-MonopoleA(MonopoleA)
(b)
Figure 6.14: 60 GHz CIR measurement setup for the head-chest and chest-abdomen
channels: (a) HornH −MonopoleC, (b) HornH −MonopoleA.
Table 6.3: Data statistics of CIRs for measured on-body channels at 60 GHz
Carrier-to-interference ratio1 Median(dB) Standard deviation(dB)
HornH −MonopoleC(HornH) 39.5 14.4
HornH −MonopoleC(MonopoleC) 36.1 13.0
MonopoleC −HornH(HornH) 32.5 13.9
MonopoleC −HornH(MonopoleC) 28.2 14.3
HornH −MonopoleA(HornH) 18.4 14.7
HornH −MonopoleA(MonopoleA) 16.2 13.1
MonopoleA−HornH(HornH) 15.6 14.2
MonopoleA−HornH(MonopoleA) 10.1 13.4
1 The interferer’s antenna type and position are shown in the parentheses.
of Subject 1 receiving. The interferer was from the monopole antenna on the head of
Subject 2 as shown in the parentheses.
Figure 6.15 shows the comparison of the CIRs for the abdomen-head channel at 60 GHz
and 2.45 GHz. The receiving antenna was the monopole antenna on the abdomen of
Subject 1. From the data statistics tables, up to 15 dB (median value) CIR improvement
can be observed at 60 GHz if the receiving antenna is a monopole. If the receiving antenna
is a horn, up to 18 dB (median value) CIR improvement can be achieved. Figure 6.16
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Table 6.4: Data statistics of CIRs for measured on-body channels at 2.45 GHz
Carrier-to-interference ratio Median(dB) Standard deviation(dB)
Abdomen-Head(Head) 2.0 10.5
Abdomen-Head(Abdomen) −0.2 10.4
Chest-Head(Head) 8.6 9.0
Chest-Head(Chest) 8.7 9.7
shows the comparison of the CIRs for the chest-head channel at 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz.
The receiving antenna was the monopole antenna on the chest of Subject 1. Much larger
CIR improvements can be achieved. Up to 24 dB (median value) and 30 dB (median value)
CIR improvement can be observed for the monopole and horn antennas, respectively.
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Figure 6.15: CIR comparison for abdomen-head channel at 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz.
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Figure 6.16: CIR comparison for chest-head channel at 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, the co-channel interference for wireless body area networks at 60 GHz and
2.45 GHz were investigated. Two sets of measurements were conducted: the interference
magnitude and the carrier-to-interference ratio. Both measurements were conducted in
a lab environment with two subject. Continuous body movements were considered in
these measurements. Based on the results presented in the previous sections, adoption
of 60 GHz radio and directional antennas can reduce the observed levels of interference
significantly. The highly volatile nature of the movements when the antenna is on the
wrist results in higher chance of the interference. The CIR can be significantly improved
for the short-distance communications, especially at 60 GHz, because the adoption of the
directional antenna not only improves the wanted signal, but also reduces the interference
level. To further reduce the interference, reconfigurable antennas can be used, which will
be described in Chapter 9. They can generate nulls in the direction of the interferer, but
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in order to realise this function, the direction of arrival of the interference and wanted
signal is required. Receivers with interference rejection function would be very complex,
and it will add up to the cost and size of the receivers.
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Chapter 7
Investigation of Covertness of
Wireless Body Area Networks at
60 GHz
7.1 Introduction
I n addition to healthcare, defence is another significant potential application for wire-less body area networks. Defence programs, such as the Future Integrated Soldier
Technology in the UK and Land Warrior and Future Force Warrior in the USA, aim
to create fully integrated combat systems by incorporating varieties of wearable devices
and sensors on dismounted soldiers. These systems can achieve information superiority
for soldiers by providing advanced visual, voice and data communications. For example,
high definition video from other squad members’ sighting system can be displayed on the
soldier’s helmet mounted visors in real-time through body-to-body communications, and
also the physiological inertial sensors on the soldiers can continuously monitor parameters
of a soldier such as their heart rate, body temperature and body motions and relay these
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data to the nearest control and command centre.
However, the integration of wireless body-worn devices into the soldier combat system
will encounter lots of challenges. For military applications the devices are expected to
be operated in much more diverse and harsh conditions than those in civilian ones, and
also need to achieve very high levels of performance in quality, accuracy and reliability.
Wireless security is critical to achieve this high level of performance. For example, tactical
information must be distributed effectively among dismounted soldiers in the battle field
while maintaining a low probability of interception and detection. In order to achieve this,
the communications on a soldier, from soldier to soldier or from soldier to a command
centre must be covert. Covertness here is defined as a radio system that has a low
probability of detection and thus signal transmissions remain concealed from potential
enemies.
Normally, military research is classified, but some publications about 60 GHz BANs for
military applications can be found in the open literature: soldier-to-soldier communica-
tions and the channel propagation characteristics on the soldier at 60 GHz were studied
in [186, 187], respectively, but these publications are all based on simulation or the mea-
surements with static postures.
This chapter focuses on the investigation of covertness for wireless body area networks at
the physical layer, especially to demonstrate the improvement of covertness of communi-
cations by adopting 60 GHz radio compared to lower frequencies. A model is proposed
to predict the maximum detection distance at a certain probability of detection and the
measurements were conducted with monopole and horn antennas placed on the human
body. Body movements have also taken into account in this model.
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7.2 Overview of Detection Fundamentals
Radar detection theory has been widely studied [188–190] and its subject is to determine
whether a given measured signal is the result of an echo from a target, or caused by noise
or interference. In theory, this decision is a problem in statistical hypothesis testing and
this theory can be applied to the study described in this chapter.
For any detection measurement which is to test the presence of a target, one of two
following hypotheses can be true:
1. H0: The measurement is only the result of noise or interference arising due to the
presence of clutter, hence, a target is not present
2. H1: The measurement is result of both echoes from a target and noise, hence, a
target is present
The detection process is to test and select which hypothesis is best at accounting for the
measurement. Since signals are described statistically, statistical decision theory is applied
in this decision process. Firstly, two probability density functions (pdfs) are established
to describe the measurement to be tested under each hypothesis. After two pdfs are
successfully modeled, three probabilities of interest are defined:
• Probability of Detection, PD, when a target is declared (H1 is chosen), and a target
is in fact present
• Probability of False Alarm, PFA, when a target is declared (H1 is chosen) but a
target is in fact not present
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• Probability of Miss, PM , when a target is not declared (H0 is chosen) but a target
is in fact present
Because PM = 1 − PD, PD and PFA are sufficient to specify all probabilities of interest.
The relationship between PD and PFA for Gaussian pdfs can be derived as follows [191],
PD =
1
2 erfc
{
erfc−1(2PFA)−
√
χ/2
}
(7.2.1)
where erfc (·) is the complementary error function and χ is SNR in linear ratio unit. A
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve can be constructed based on a similar equa-
tion to Equation (7.2.1). Figure 7.1 shows a typical ROC curve. As shown in the figure,
PD increases as the SNR increases, but PFA increases as well. Hence a tradeoff between
PD and PFA has to be made by increasing the SNR for a detector design. The values of
PD and PFA depend on various conditions, such as target type, detection range, interfer-
ence environment, etc. The detector designer also has to take antenna design, waveform
design, transmitter power and signal processing techniques into account. Normally, PFA
is lower than 10−3 and very often is in the range of 10−6 to 10−8.
7.3 Probability of Detection Estimation Model
In military telecommunications, there exists a term named Electronic Support Measures
in electronic warfare. It implies to detect, intercept, identify, locate, record, and analyse
sources of radiated electromagnetic energy for the purposes of immediate threat recog-
nition or long-term operational planning [193]. A soldier wearing wireless devices must
avoid being detected and intercepted. Based on this concept, a model is build to estimate
the probability of detection. The scenario we consider is as follows: a soldier is wearing
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Figure 7.1: Detection probability as a function of signal to noise ratio with false alarm
probability as a parameter. Copyright of Artech House, reproduced from [192].
a body area network in a battlefield environment. The environment in the immediate
vicinity surrounding the soldier gives rise to multipath scattering, which is then detected
by a potentially hostile remote observer equipped with a directional antenna and sensitive
receiver at a long distance away. The remote observer is passively listening to electro-
magnetic radiations of military interest. This scenario is approximated by the laboratory
experiment described shortly. A channel decomposition method was adopted to establish
the detection model [194]. The novelty of this method amounts to separating a body
channel within its surrounding environment and a free-space, or two-ray ground reflection
propagation channel as sketched in Figure 7.2.
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Detection channel
Body channelPropagation channel
Figure 7.2: Channel decomposition for detection channel.
In this model, the received power at the remote detector is given by:
WR = WT ·GOB ·GD · F (d) ·Xs (7.3.1)
F (d) =

(
λ
4pid
)2
· e−2αd d < dC (7.3.2a)(
hT · hD
d2
)2
· e−2αd d > dC (7.3.2b)
dC =
4hThD
λ
(7.3.3)
whereWR andWT are the received power at the detector and transmitted power from the
soldier , respectively. F is the free-space or two-ray ground model path gain (atmospher-
ic attenuation α = 1.842 × 10−3 Np/m is included at 60 GHz), depending on whether
the distance between the target and detector, d, is smaller or larger than the cross-over
distance dC and hT and hD are antenna heights of the target and detector, respectively.
λ is wavelength. Xs is the random excess path gain caused by the combined body shad-
owing and local scattering. GOB and GD are the on-body and detector antenna gains,
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respectively. In this model, we define a single random variable,
X = GOB ·Xs (7.3.4)
because the receiving antenna is embedded in the body channel and dembedding of the
on-body antenna from the body channel is a big challenge. X is related to the body
channel as shown in Figure 7.2, which include self-shadowing from the soldier’s body and
local scattering in the vicinity of the soldier. It will be characterised in the measurements
described in the following section.
Therefore, given a detection system received power threshold WTh, the probability of
observability (P(detect|pointing)) is given by:
P(detect|pointing)(WR > WTh) = P(detect|pointing)
(
X >
WTh
WT ·GD · F (d)
)
= 1− CDF
(
WTh
WT ·GD · F (d)
)
(7.3.5)
In this model, it is assumed that the target and the detector are in line of sight. How-
ever, in a real situation, the angle of a target relative to detector is unknown, so the
main beam of radiation pattern of the high gain detector antenna should be scanned,
either mechanically or electrically, to capture the target. Hence, there will be another
probability describing whether the detection antenna main beam is pointed towards the
BAN scattering area. As shown in Equation (7.3.6), the probability of detection then
is the product of this (pointing) probability (Ppointing) and the observability probability
(P(detect|pointing)) defined by Equation (7.3.5). The higher the gain of the receiving antenna,
the higher the observability probability, but the lower the pointing probability which is
dependent on the receiving antenna beamwidth as well as the detection range. Note that
P(detect|pointing) is a conditional probability which is the probability of the soldier being
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detected only when the soldier has been pointed by the detection antenna.
PD = P(detect|pointing) · Ppointing (7.3.6)
7.4 Body Channel Measurements
This measurement is to characterise the parameter, X defined in the model. In order to
create a similar scenario to a soldier in the battle field, the measurements were conducted
on the roof of Gisbert Kapp Building at the University of Birmingham. As shown in Fig-
ure 7.3, the roof is a relatively open space, but it has walls and obstacles which provide
multipath scattering. The detection antenna (horn antenna with vertical polarisation)
was placed on a tripod with height of 1.56 m. A subject with height of 1.70 m wearing an
antenna on the body was performing random movements at 4 m away from the detection
antenna. Both antennas were connected to direct access ports of the VNA through cables.
The antenna on the body was transmitting while the detection antenna on the tripod was
receiving. The received signal was monitored during the measurements. Movements were
done carefully with the subject walking in a small area about 1 × 1 m2. The antenna
was placed on three parts of the body, namely head, waist, and wrist. The measurements
for every position repeated two times. All cables were taped to the floor except the one
connected to the antenna on the subject in order to minimise the signal variation caused
by cable movements. It is worth mentioning that this experiment was a simplified situa-
tion compared to the real scenario in the battlefield, where the local scattering from the
environment could be more complex. Also, a single beam antenna was used as detection,
but in a real situation, a multi-beam array could be used. In addition, the detection
antenna height is 1.56 m, but in real situation it would be probably higher, so that it may
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give rise to some errors in characterising X. Finally, a dual polarised detection antenna
can be used in a real situation.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: Measurements setup on the roof.
These measurements were conducted at both 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz. For 60 GHz, a
Flann c© 20 dBi standard gain horn (Series 240 model 25240) was placed on the tripod as
the detection antenna, and a monopole antenna and the same horn antenna was placed
on the body of the subject in separate instances. In order to improve the dynamic range
at 60 GHz, two amplifiers were used during the measurements, namely, a power amplifier
(Spacek Labs Inc. SP604-13-12W) and a low noise amplifier (Spacek Labs Inc. SL6010-
15-6). In order to calibrate out the amplifiers, a free-space calibration was performed.
Two horn antennas were placed on the tripods at 4 m apart. They were both vertically
polarised and carefully aligned, with the amplifiers switched on. The VNA was set to
60 GHz CW with 60001 sweep points taken over a sweep time of 62.1 s. The output power
and measurement bandwidth were set to 0 dBm and 1 kHz respectively. For 2.45 GHz,
the detection antenna was a Q-par c© horn antenna (Model Number WBH1-18S) with
7 dBi gain at 2.45 GHz. It was placed on the tripod with vertical polarisation. The
antenna placed on the subject was a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna at 2.45 GHz.
No amplifier was used at 2.45 GHz, so a through calibration with cables was performed
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before the measurements. The VNA settings were the same as those at 60 GHz except
for the measurement frequency. Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 show the placements of 2.45 GHz
monopole, 60 GHz monopole, and 60 GHz horn on the body, respectively. As shown in
the figures, all antennas were placed on the right side of the body. For the horn antenna,
it was pointing downwards when it was placed on the head and pointing upwards when
it was placed on the waist and wrist.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.4: Placements of monopole antenna on the body (2.45 GHz): (a) Head, (b)
Waist, (c) Wrist.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.5: Placements of monopole antenna with the amplifier on the body (60 GHz):
(a) Head, (b) Waist, (c) Wrist.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.6: Placements of horn antenna with the amplifier on the body (60 GHz): (a)
Head, (b) Waist, (c) Wrist.
7.5 Results and Discussions
The measured data were re-normalised to remove the detector antenna gains, free space
path loss at a 4 m distance and amplifier gains at 60 GHz in order to characterise X. The
RMS noise floor is −56.5 dB after re-normalisation. The CDFs of the measured received
signal magnitude X are shown in Figure 7.7. As shown in the figures, the maximum values
of X are larger than 0 dB which is caused by the on-body antenna gain on the soldier.
In the wrist channel, due to movement of the wrist, there may be some chances that the
on-body horn antenna and detector antenna have a line-of-sight link, which gives an X
higher than 10 dB. In the remaining channels, horn antennas on the soldier were placed
pointing downwards and they did not involve large movements, giving a lower observed
value of X.
The detection receiver specifications are needed to determine the detection system received
power threshold WTh. Equation (7.5.1) [195, p. 85] was used to calculate the noise level
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Figure 7.7: CDF of X: (a) Head channel, (b) Waist channel, (c) Wrist channel.
of the receiver.
LN = −174dBm +NF + 10 log10(SF )dB + 10 log10
(
BIF
Hz
)
dB (7.5.1)
where LN is the noise level, −174 dBm corresponds to the thermal noise, NF is the
noise figure of the receiver. BIF is IF bandwidth. Because the IF filter does not have
a rectangular transmission characteristic, the noise bandwidth of the IF filter is always
somewhat greater than the 3 dB bandwidth which is used to characterise the filter setting.
The shape factor, SF is the ratio of these two bandwidths. A 60 GHz VµbIQ RX module
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and a Texas Instruments CC2420 were used for detector receiver specifications in this
estimation. Based on the specifications of the 60 GHz VµbIQ RX module, the noise
figure and IF bandwidth are 6 dB and 200 MHz, respectively. We assume SF = 1, hence,
receiver sensitivity of VµbIQ RX module is −85 dBm. According to the specifications of
CC2420, its receiver sensitivity is −92 dBm. Also, the following assumptions are made:
the transmitting power from the antenna on the body was 0 dBm and the detection
antenna gain was 20 dBi.
Based on Figure 7.1, SNR=3 dB, PD = 6%, PFA = 10−3 were selected for analysis as an
extreme detection case, hence WTh for the 60 GHz VµbIQ RX module and the 2.45 GHz
CC2420 are −82 dBm and −89 dBm, respectively.
Equation (7.3.5) can be rearranged to the following equation:
F (d) = WTh
WT ·GD ·X|CDF (X)=1−P(detect|pointing)(WR>WTh)
(7.5.2)
P(detect|pointing) =
PD
Ppointing
(7.5.3)
We assume Ppointing = 50%, the antenna height of detector hD = 5 m and the antenna
height of target hT = 1.5 m. X|CDF (X)=1−P(detect|pointing)(WR>WTh) is the value of X corre-
sponding to a certain probability from the CDF of X. By combining Equations (7.3.2),
(7.5.2) and (7.5.3) and data from Figure 7.7, we can calculate the detection distance corre-
sponding to a certain detection probability. Table 7.1 shows calculated data for detection
at 2.45 GHz and 60 GHz based on the assumptions made. Note that at 2.45 GHz, two-ray
ground reflection model was used to calculate detection distance because the cross-over
distance at this frequency is 245 m.
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Table 7.1: Maximum detection distance estimates:
SNR = 3dB, PFA = 10−3, PD = 6%, Ppointing = 50%, P(detect|pointing) = 12%
Frequency&Antenna Position X (dB) F (dB) d (m)
Waist 0.93 −109.93 1534
2.45 GHz Monopole Head 1.02 −110.02 1540
Wrist −0.23 −108.77 1435
Waist −4.22 −97.78 29
60 GHz Monopole Head 0.39 −102.39 48
Wrist −3.80 −98.20 31
Waist −11.16 −90.84 14
60 GHz Horn Head −9.32 −92.68 17
Wrist −12.22 −89.78 12
As shown in the table, the maximum detection distances for three positions at 2.45 GHz
are 1534 m, 1540 m and 1435 m, respectively. Whereas, at 60 GHz, the maximum
detection distances are all shorter than 50 m, no matter whether using a monopole or horn
antenna on the soldier. At these distances, the presence of the soldier can be detected by
human eye sight alone.
The maximum detection distances with some other PD for the scenario with the antenna
on the waist of the body were also calculated. Except PD and its corresponding SNR,
other parameters were kept the same with the previous calculation. Table 7.2 lists the
calculated maximum detection distances for the waist channel with different PD. Results
show the distances decrease when PD increases. Note that based on this model and
assumptions, the maximum detection distances when PD ≥ 50% cannot be calculated
because P(detect|pointing) will be greater than 100%.
Another scenario using a 43 dBi parabolic dish (30 cm diameter) detection antenna at
60 GHz was calculated. Other parameters remained unchanged. The maximum detection
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Table 7.2: Maximum detection distance (m) estimates for the waist channel: different PD
PD,SNR,PFA 2.45GHz Mono 60GHz Mono 60GHz Horn
PD = 10%,SNR=4.0dB,PFA = 10−3 1347 21 9
PD = 20%,SNR=5.8dB,PFA = 10−3 960 11 4
PD = 30%,SNR=6.6dB,PFA = 10−3 742 5 3
PD = 40%,SNR=7.5dB,PFA = 10−3 507 2 1
distances with a body mounted monopole antenna on the three positions at 60 GHz
increased to 267 m, 373 m and 275 m, respectively. These distances are still significantly
lower than those at 2.45 GHz. In addition, increasing the antenna gain will decrease the
beamwidth of the radiation pattern. Based on Equation (7.5.4) [196], the beamwidth of
the radiation pattern of the antenna can be estimated.
D ' 4pi(180/pi)
2
Θ2 (7.5.4)
where D is directivity of the antenna, Θ is half-power beamwidth in one plane. We assume
the half-power beamwidths in both planes are the same. Hence, the half-power beamwidth
for 20 dBi gain antenna is approximately 20◦ and the half-power beamwidth for 43 dBi
gain antenna is approximately 1.2◦. Narrowing the beamwidth results in the reduction of
Ppointing. Therefore, Ppointing for 43 dBi detection antenna is only 3% (we assume Ppointing
for 20 dBi detection antenna is 50%), and the probability of detection (PD) decreased
significantly.
If the transmitting power from the soldier increases to 10 dBm while the detector antenna
gain remains 20 dBi for both frequencies, the maximum detection distance with a 6%
detection probability for 2.45 GHz waist position extends to 2728 m, whereas for 60 GHz
it becomes 84 m.
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7.6 Summary
In this chapter, a new measure of covertness, the probability of detection was introduced.
Using a channel decomposition method, a method of estimating the maximum detection
distance at a certain probability for detecting a WBAN wearing soldier in a battlefield
was proposed. Measurements at 2.45 GHz and 60 GHz was conducted to characterise
the body channels in a local area. The maximum detection distances were calculated and
compared for different conditions. Studies show at 0 dBm BAN transmitting power the
soldier is not detectable at ranges greater than 50 m, while under the same conditions,
the detection range at 2.45 GHz can be up to 1540 m. A 10 dBm BAN transmit power
and a highly directional detection antenna were employed and the distances are extended
beyond 100 m at 60 GHz, but the detection distance extends beyond 2500 m at 2.45 GHz.
This demonstrates that the use of a 60 GHz BAN achieves much better covertness than
2.45 GHz. Also, the use of directional antennas on the soldier improves covertness and
the antenna placements on the body has effect on the detectability.
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Fixed-Beam Antennas for 60 GHz
Body Area Networks
8.1 Introduction
A lthough monopole antennas are the best in terms of radiation coverage foron-body channels at 2.45 GHz [47], a major problem is the low gain of such
antennas. A shortcoming of using millimeter wave bands is the high propagation loss in
free space and especially in shadowed regions. This makes establishing reliable communi-
cation links on a human body a challenge, as the links have to be short and unobstructed.
High gain antennas are required to focus the signal in a particular propagation direction.
As discussed in the previous chapters, the high gain antennas such as the traditional
horn antenna, can not only improve link performance, but also reduce the interference
and achieve better covertness and the carrier-to-interference ratio. However, the most
significant disadvantage of the horn antenna is its bulky size, which makes it very hard
to integrate into small form factor body sensors. Hence, low profile high antennas are
required for body-worn applications. This chapter proposes two antennas for on-body
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communication channels at 60 GHz: a printed Yagi-Uda antenna and a substrate inte-
grated waveguide antenna. The first two antennas achieve more than 10 dBi gain, end-fire
radiation pattern and wide impedance bandwidth, but with orthogonal polarisations. The
third antenna is proposed for an RF front end of relay nodes in body area networking
because of its bi-directional radiation characteristics. In order to investigate the antenna
performance close to the human body, extensive studies on the impact of a phantom on
antenna performance have been conducted. Parameters such as antenna/phantom sep-
aration, the type of phantom and the size of phantom have been taken into account.
On-body measurements using fixed-beam antennas to investigate the chest-belt link and
head-shoulder link are also presented.
All of the simulations presented in this chapter were performed using the transient solver
in CST Microwave Studio c©.
8.2 On-body Antenna Requirements
Wearable antennas should be low profile, lightweight, and ideally conformal to the body
surface. However, due to 60 GHz propagation characteristics, there are some additional
requirements: First, because of high path loss at 60 GHz, high antenna gain is needed to
offset channel loss. According to path loss calculations, at least 10 dBi gain is required
at both the transmitter and the receiver for a line of sight path length of typical human
body dimensions. Second, for this kind of scenario, the maximum of the radiation pattern
should be tangential to the body surface to maximize the signal transferred between
bodyworn devices. Previous studies showed that a monopole antenna gives very good
results for on-body applications at lower frequencies [197], but it is difficult to provide
the high gain required in the 60 GHz band. Metamaterial structures can be introduced to
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improve gain [198]. However, in this work, we focus on relatively narrow beam antennas
which achieve an end-fire radiation pattern tangential to the body surface. Such high gain
antennas can lead to better security, as they minimize the amount of energy radiated away
from the body, thus giving good BAN to BAN and BAN to fixed base station isolation.
For the aforementioned reasons, Yagi-Uda antennas have been chosen as strong candidates
because of their good compromise in terms of size and gain performance compared to other
end-fire antennas, such as tapered slot antennas.
8.3 Printed Yagi-Uda Antenna
Variants of the printed Yagi-Uda antenna have been introduced in [199]. Based on these
a single printed Yagi-Uda antenna has been designed with a driven dipole, 18 directors
and one reflector on both sides of a 0.127 mm thick RT/Duroid 5880 substrate (εr = 2.2,
measured at 10 GHz [200]). Normally, the gain of a Yagi-Uda antenna is about 10 dBi.
To further increase the gain, four identical single printed Yagi-Uda antennas are arranged
together in a linear array configuration as shown in Figure 8.1 based on the trade-off
between the gain and the design complexity. For each single printed Yagi-Uda antenna,
one half of each driven dipole is placed on one side and the other half on the opposite side
of the dielectric substrate. Symmetrical parallel lines are used as a feeding structure which
printed on both sides of substrate. Due to the 180◦ phase difference between the upper
line and the lower line, the sidelobe level is significantly reduced compared to coplanar
strip feeding [201]. The substrate used is very thin so the dipole arms are only slightly
out of phase, resulting in an insignificant adverse effect on the radiation pattern. By
changing the propagation constant linearly along the length of the antenna, the sidelobe
level can be reduced and the gain of the antenna can be improved. It is proved that
the linear variation of the propagation constant can be obtained by slowly tapering the
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Figure 8.1: Layout of the printed Yagi-Uda array:(a) Top view; (b) Bottom view
element lengths and element spacings along the length of the antenna [202]. Based on
this study, a number of combinations of tapered factors for both director lengths and
spacings were used in the simulations, trying to find better antenna gain and sidelobe
level. Finally, the length taper factor of 0.95 and the spacing taper factor of 0.99 were
selected. The spacings and lengths of directors are decreased gradually by these factors
from 1.25 mm, 1.65 mm, respectively. It is worth mentioning that because this is a trial
and error process, it is probably not the optimal configuration. The dimensions of the
antenna are given in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Dimensions for the antenna shown in Figure 8.1
Parameters W L s1 l1 l2 w1 w2 w3 w4 d
Dimensions (mm) 15 32.6 1.25 1.298 1.65 0.5068 0.204 0.048 3.7592 3
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A four-way power divider is designed to equally distribute power to each single antenna.
Simple Y-junctions are used to split power from a one-way to a two-way path. This power
divider is also patterned on the both sides of substrate. At the end of the power divider,
a parallel line to microstrip line transition is introduced by means of a tapered microstrip
line ground plane.
The centre-to-centre spacing, d, is defined between two adjacent two single Yagi-Uda
antennas. This is a crucial parameter in the array design. If the spacing is too small, the
mutual coupling among antenna elements would increase, which results in degradation
of antenna performance. If the spacing is too large, the side lobe level will increase. A
number of spacings have been simulated in CST Microwave Studio c©, trying to trade off
between the array gain and the side-lobe level. The target gain of this process is 15 dBi,
and the target sidelobe level is more than 10 dB below the maximum gain. It was found
that by arranging the single antennas too close to each other (d 6 2.5 mm), the overall
array gain decreases because mutual coupling among single antennas becomes too strong.
If d > 3.5 mm, side-lobe levels become too high. Consequently, the value d = 3 mm was
chosen.
For measurement purposes, a ridged intermediate step waveguide to microstrip transi-
tion is adopted because of broad bandwidth, better match and wider range of available
impedances [203]. The outer dimensions of the transition is 30× 15× 28 mm3. It cannot
be made smaller because it needs to be big enough to support the waveguide flange.
As shown in Figure 8.2, two steps are used. Their dimensions are 1×0.4×1.7296 mm3, and
1×0.4×1.2496 mm3, respectively. The aperture size of waveguide is standard WR15.The
final configuration of the conventional Yagi-Uda array is shown in the Figure 8.3.
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Ridged steps
Figure 8.2: Microstrip-to-waveguide transition.
Figure 8.3: Final configuration of the printed Yagi-Uda array.
Figure 8.4 shows the simulated and measured return loss. 5 GHz of −10 dB bandwidth
is achieved from 55 GHz to 60 GHz. Although there is a frequency shift, resonances with
good impedance matching can be seen.
Figure 8.5 shows the simulated and measured radiation pattern of the printed Yagi-Uda
array. The (red) solid line shows simulated pattern. The (blue) dashed line shows the
measured co-polarised pattern. The (black) dotted line shows the cross-polarised pattern.
The gain measurement was conducted using gain-transfer method by comparing to a
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standard gain horn antenna. The measured gain is 16.1 dBi. The 3 dB beamwidths
in the E and H planes are 19.1◦ and 29.5◦, respectively. The H plane sidelobe level
is approximately −18 dB and the E plane sidelobe level is about −16 dB. The cross-
polarisation levels are relatively high in both the planes due primarily to the radiation
from the open aperture of the waveguide transition block.
8.4 Substrate Integrated Waveguide Yagi-Uda Antenna
Recently, substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology has been demonstrated as
a promising candidate for millimetre-wave integrated circuits and systems for the next
decade. Based on planar dielectric substrates with top and bottom metal layers perforated
with metallic vias, SIW structures offer a compact, low loss, flexible, and cost-effective
solution for integrating active circuits, passive components and radiating elements on a
single substrate [204]. However, there are some extra losses due to the leakage through
gaps between vias and dielectric losses in the waveguide. Some design rules for SIW are
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Figure 8.4: Reflection coefficient (S11) of the printed Yagi-Uda array with waveguide
feeding.
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summarised in Appendix B.
The geometry of the SIW Yagi antenna is shown in Figure 8.6. On the left side of the
antenna is a planar waveguide structure, where two periodic rows of metallic vias are
employed to form the sidewalls of the waveguide. The substrate used here is RT/Duroid
5880 substrate (εr = 2.2, measured at 10 GHz [200]), with thickness of 0.787 mm. The
width of the SIW, w is 2.6 mm. The diameter and the center-to-center spacing of the
waveguide vias, q, are 0.4 mm and 0.65 mm, respectively. The dimensions of the antenna
are given in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Dimensions for the antenna shown in Figure 8.6
Parameters L q s l1 w1 w2
Dimensions (mm) 7.15 0.65 1.24 1 2.6 0.15
Another row of vias with a diameter of 0.3 mm is also inserted into the substrate, to
act as the directors of the Yagi-Uda antenna. The vias are loaded at the top and the
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Figure 8.5: Radiation pattern of the printed Yagi array at 60 GHz: (a) E plane; (b) H
plane (radial scale in dB).
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bottom with printed strips to make sure the equivalent length of the directors is half a
wavelength. The width of strips is 0.15 mm. The same process has been done for the
tapering of director length and spacing as discussed in Section 8.3. The spacing between
the adjacent strips is gradually decreased from 1.24 mm to 1.05 mm by a tapered factor
of 0.98. The length of the strips is reduced according to a geometric series in order to
achieve higher gain and lower sidelobe level. As high currents flow in the vias of the
parasitic elements, the radiated polarisation is normal to the substrate, unlike the printed
Yagi-Uda array described earlier, which is polarised in the plane parallel to the substrate.
A multi-step transition between the SIW and the WR15 standard air-filled waveguide
is used to perform measurements. It uses a three-step quarter-wavelength impedance
transformer.
The measurement results are presented below. The reflection coefficient of the SIW Yagi
antenna is shown in Figure 8.7. Results show a good agreement between the simulation
and the measurement.
Director
Substrate
Printed strip
Director via
Metal layer
Waveguide viaw1 q
L
s
l1
w2
Figure 8.6: Schematic of SIW Yagi-Uda antenna.
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Both the simulated and measured radiation patterns in E and H planes at 60 GHz are
shown in Figure 8.8. The antenna gain measurement has been conducted using the gain
transfer method. The measured maximum gain is 12.5 dBi. The larger backlobe in
the simulation results is because of smaller transition used in simulation modeling than
one used in the measurements due to fabrication requirements. The sidelobe levels are
−9.7 dB and −11.2 dB in the E and H planes, respectively, which are higher than the
sidelobes of the printed Yagi-Uda array. The 3-dB beamwidths in the E and H planes are
28◦ and 30◦, respectively.
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Figure 8.7: Reflection coefficient (S11) of the substrate integrated waveguide Yagi-Uda
antenna.
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Figure 8.8: Radiation pattern of the SIW Yagi-Uda antenna at 60 GHz: (a) E plane; (b)
H plane (radial scale in dB).
8.5 Investigation of the In-situ Antenna Performance on a Phan-
tom
8.5.1 Studies of antenna performance with different types of phantoms
It is known that antennas placed in close proximity to a lossy medium will experience
antenna detuning, radiation pattern distortion, a change in input impedance and strong
power absorption [205]. Hence, wearable antennas should be designed to operate robustly
in close proximity to the human body, meaning that the influence of the body on antenna
performance should be minimised. The interaction of antennas and the human body
has been widely studied in mobile phone antenna design at lower frequencies [206, 207].
However, at millimetre wave frequencies, the electromagnetic coupling between antennas
and the human body and the influence of the proximity of the human body on antenna
performance are still not well understood. Some preliminary work has been carried out
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in this topic [208, 209]. Effects of the phantom on radiation pattern, reflection coefficient,
and the specific absorption rate and incident power density have been investigated in such
work, but much remains to be done such as effects of the material and size of phantom
on the antenna performance.
In this study, we characterize the printed Yagi-Uda array and the substrate integrated
waveguide Yagi-Uda antenna in close proximity to three different types of phantom, both
through simulation and measurements. The phantoms used are a numerical skin phantom
(50 × 20 × 5 mm3, complex permittivity = 7.98 − j10.9 at 60 GHz), fresh meat (70 ×
100× 5 mm3, pork steak-predominately muscle), and a physical skin-equivalent phantom
(100×100×20 mm3, complex permittivity = 8.05−j10.49 at 60 GHz)1 [210]. The distance
between the antenna and the phantom is set to 5 mm, i.e. one free-space wavelength
at 60 GHz. Figure 8.9 shows the Yagi-Uda antennas with different types of phantom.
Figure 8.10 shows the co-polarised radiation pattern of the printed Yagi-Uda array in
close proximity to the phantom. The solid curve shows the measured radiation pattern
in free space. The dashed curve shows the simulated radiation pattern of the antenna in
close proximity to the numerical skin phantom. The dotted curve and the dash-dotted
curves show the measured radiation pattern of the antenna in close proximity to the fresh
meat and the physical skin phantom, respectively. The measured maximum gains with the
phantom in the H and E planes are around 18 dBi and 15 dBi, respectively. This difference
arises because the main lobe of radiation pattern is lifted upwards off the phantom. In the
E plane, all normalised radiation patterns show good agreement. But in the H plane, the
radiation patterns are much more affected due to the presence of the phantom. The main
beam of radiation pattern is lifted upwards away from the phantom by approximately 12◦.
However, all results are very similar, even though different types of phantom were used,
1The measurements with the physical skin-equivalent phantom were done by Dr. Nacer Chahat at
IERT, University of Rennes 1, Rennes, France.
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except that the beamwidth of the simulated pattern with the numerical phantom is 7◦ to
10◦ wider than the measured values in the H plane and the lift angle is 2◦ to 3◦ smaller
because of the size of the phantom. This will be discussed in detail in Section 8.5.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.9: Yagi-Uda antenna with phantom: (a) printed Yagi-Uda antenna with fresh
meat; (b) SIW Yagi-Uda antenna with physical phantom.
Figure 8.11 shows co-polarised radiation pattern of the substrate integrated waveguide
Yagi-Uda antenna in close proximity to these phantoms. The solid curve shows the
measured radiation pattern in free space. The dashed curve shows the simulated radiation
pattern of the antenna in close proximity to the numerical skin phantom. The dotted curve
and dash-dotted curves show the measured radiation pattern of the antenna in close
proximity to the fresh meat and physical skin phantoms, respectively. The measured
gains in situ on the phantom in the E and H planes are around 11 dBi and 10 dBi,
respectively. In the H plane, all normalised radiation patterns show good agreement to
each other. However, in the E plane, the radiation patterns are significantly affected due
to the presence of the phantom. The main beam of the radiation pattern is shifted away
from the phantom by about 8◦. From −90◦ to −40◦, a much higher side lobe appears due
to the presence of the phantom and from 0◦ to 90◦, the normalised gain is much lower
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Figure 8.10: Radiation patterns of printed Yagi-Uda array in close proximity to phantom:
(a) E plane; (b) H plane.
than that in free space. Moreover, the simulated result for the numerical phantom shows
some discrepancies compared with other two results such as the wider 3-dB beamwidth
and the lower sidelobe level.
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Figure 8.11: Radiation patterns of SIW Yagi-Uda antenna in close proximity to phantom:
(a) E plane; (b) H plane.
The influence of the phantom on the antenna impedance match has also been investigat-
ed. As shown in Figure 8.12, the phantom causes both a mismatch as well as a detuning
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Figure 8.12: Reflection coefficient (S11) of antennas with phantom: (a) printed Yagi-Uda
array; (b) SIW Yagi-Uda antenna.
effect. However, these effects are not as significant as the effects on the radiation pattern.
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8.5.2 Studies of antenna performance with different size of phantoms
In the preceding study results show that the numerical phantom gives rise to prediction
discrepancies compared with the other types of phantom. We hypothesise that it arises
because of the phantom size. In order to investigate this issue in more details, the printed
Yagi-Uda array and SIW Yagi-Uda antenna predictions were recalculated with two dif-
ferent sizes of numerical skin phantoms in the simulation. The sizes of two phantoms are
50× 20× 5 mm3 which was used in the previous study, and 90× 80× 5 mm3.
Table 8.3: Studies of SIW Yagi-Uda antenna with different sizes of phantoms
Small (50× 20× 5 mm3) Large (90× 80× 5 mm3)
Shift angle in E plane (degrees) 5 8
3 dB beamwidth in E plane (degrees) 26.7 23.0
3 dB beamwidth in H plane (degrees) 29.2 28.8
Realised gain in E plane (dBi) 13 12.7
Realised gain in H plane (dBi) 12.6 11
Table 8.4: Studies of printed Yagi-Uda array with different sizes of phantoms
Small (50× 20× 5 mm3) Large (90× 80× 5 mm3)
Shift angle in E plane (degrees) 8 12
3 dB beamwidth in E plane (degrees) 19.5 19.1
3 dB beamwidth in H plane (degrees) 24.4 16.3
Realised gain in E plane (dBi) 16.1 14.3
Realised gain in H plane (dBi) 17.2 18.9
As shown in the Tables 8.3 and 8.4, there is a 3.7◦ difference in the 3 dB beamwidth in
the E plane of SIW Yagi-Uda antenna and a 8.1◦ in the 3 dB beamwidth in the H plane
of the printed Yagi-Uda array between the two phantoms, which strongly supports the
assumption that the size of the phantom results in the previously observed discrepancies.
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Besides, the lifted angle and realised gain are also affected by the size of the phantom.
This study indicates that the positioning of the antenna has a significantly influence on
the predicted antenna performance. For example, the same antenna placed on the wrist
and on the chest will give different radiation patterns because the size and curvature of
those parts of the body give different effects on antenna performance.
8.5.3 Numerical studies of antenna performance with different antenna/phantom
spacings
The spacing between antenna and body is likely to fluctuate when the body is moving.
Therefore, it is important to investigate the antenna performance with different anten-
na/phantom separations. In this study, we simulate a single element printed Yagi-Uda
antenna with a 54 × 36 × 5 mm3 numerical skin phantom at different separations from
1 mm to 6 mm. Figure 8.13 shows the simulation setup. The layout and dimensions of
the single element printed Yagi-Uda antenna are described in Section 8.3 The size of the
antenna is 28× 6× 0.127 mm3.
Figure 8.14 shows the simulated reflection coefficient (S11) for the single element print-
ed Yagi-Uda antenna in free space and on the skin phantom for three different anten-
na/phantom separations, namely 1 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm. A slight detuning effect due to
the presence of the phantom is observed. The smaller separation results in the stronger
detuning effect. The minima of S11 are −38.7 dB, −28.4 dB, −31.3 dB and −34.1 dB cor-
responding to free-space, 1 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm separations, respectively. The respective
minima frequency shifts compared to free-space are 0.46 GHz, 0.28 GHz and 0.48 GHz.
Figure 8.15 shows the simulated radiation pattern of single element printed Yagi-Uda
antenna on the phantom at 60 GHz for free space and three different antenna/phantom
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Figure 8.13: Single element printed Yagi-Uda antenna on the skin phantom.
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Figure 8.14: Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) for the single element printed Yagi-
Uda antenna in free space and on the skin phantom with different antenna/phantom
separations.
separations. It is observed that the peak of the radiation pattern is strongly shifted due
to the presence of the phantom. The smaller separation results in larger shift angle as
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shown in Figure 8.15(a). The radiation pattern in the H plane from 0◦ to 90◦ is affected
significantly by the phantom. The realised gain in the E plane decreases with separation
because of the lift angle.
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Figure 8.15: Simulated radiation pattern of single element printed Yagi-Uda antenna on
the phantom at 60 GHz for free space and three different antenna/phantom separations.
(a) H-plane (yz); (b) E-plane (xy).
Further parameter studies are shown in Table 8.5: the realised gain and efficiency in-
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crease with separation. The lifted angle increases when separation decreases. It is worth
mentioning that the antenna performance is severely affected when antenna/phantom
separation is at 1 mm, but is much more robust to ranging antenna/phantom spacing
beyond 2 mm.
Table 8.5: Studies of antenna performance with different antenna/phantom separations
Separation (mm) 1 2 3 4 5 6
Realised Gain (dBi) 13.04 16.52 16.61 16.92 16.82 16.66
Efficiency (%) 63.07 82.39 88.06 90.73 91.87 92.41
3 dB beamwidth in H plane (degrees) 17.4 17.9 18.5 18.5 18.4 18.1
shift angle (degrees) 23 20 17 14 12 10
8.6 On-body Channel Measurements Using Fixed-beam Anten-
nas
In the measurements, four types of 60 GHz fixed-beam antennas, namely a wideband
quarter-wavelength monopole, a 20 dBi standard gain horn, a printed Yagi-Uda array
and an SIW Yagi-Uda, as described in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, were used to investigate two
typical on-body links, the belt-chest and the head-shoulder links. The belt-chest link
is one of the most stable links for on-body channels, in contrast to the head-shoulder
link which is much more variable due to the existence of the highly mobile shoulder and
neck joints. The aim of the measurement was to investigate the antenna performance for
60 GHz on-body channels and to establish on-body antenna design requirements.
The measurements were conducted in an anechoic chamber using a Rohde & Schwarz
ZVA67 VNA. The analyser was set to 60 GHz CW. The number of sweep points was 1001
and the sweep time was approximately 10 s. The output power and the measurement
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bandwidth were set to 10 dBm and 100 Hz, respectively. Two 2 m long coaxial cables were
used to connect the analyser direct access ports to the antennas. The loss in the cables
was measured as the cables were flexed randomly while connected together. It was found
that the stress caused by rapid movements lead to deterioration of the cable performance,
which introduces a ±1 dB magnitude measurement error. A through normalisation was
performed before the measurements to remove the effect of the cables. With this setup, the
RMS noise level in the VNA was found to remain at approximately the level of −89.6 dB.
The subject in the measurements was a 26-year old man of 175 cm height and 70 kg weight.
Five transmit-receive combinations of the antennas were used in this measurement, name-
ly, monopole-monopole, printed Yagi-horn, printed Yagi-monopole, SIW Yagi-horn and
SIW Yagi-monopole. The antennas with the support of Styrofoam block were fixed on
the body securely using belts and adhesive tape. Specifically, for the monopole antenna,
due to the size of cable connection beneath the ground plane, the distance between the
antenna and the surface of human body was 13 mm. However, because of the large tran-
sitions used in the printed Yagi-Uda and SIW Yagi-Uda antennas, the size of the foam
block was larger to make these antennas robust and the attachment of them to the body
tight. The distance between these latter two antennas and the human body was increased
to 18 mm. It is worth mentioning that in real applications, wearable antennas are very
desirable to be inconspicuous and mounting close to the body. However, in the chan-
nel measurements, it is difficult to keep this distance small due to the cable connection.
Meanwhile, the antenna and its connection with the cable should be robust because the
vigorous movements could be introduced in the measurement. The coaxial connector is
usually the first choice, but in some circumstances, it is not robust enough. Especially,
designing and manufacturing a low profile SIW to coaxial transition at 60 GHz is difficult.
Therefore, we used waveguide transitions instead in our measurements which result in the
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larger antenna-body distance.
8.6.1 Belt-chest link
In this measurement, both the transmitter and receiver antennas were placed on the
left hand side of the chest and belt, respectively. The distance between them was ap-
proximately 25 mm, which satisfies the far-field radiation condition for all the employed
antennas. Three kinds of movement were introduced in the measurement, namely, deep
breathing, turning truck left, and turning trunk right. During each sweep, the subject was
performing a periodic movement, for example, a left turn of the trunk followed by a turn
back to forward. The speed of the movement was kept slow and as smooth as possible in
order to ensure the analyser captured the signal variation accurately. Figure 8.16 shows
the setup for the belt-chest link using the printed Yagi and horn antenna combination.
Figure 8.16: Belt-chest link using a printed Yagi-Uda and horn antennas.
According to data shown in the Table 8.6, high gain antennas improve the link perfor-
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Table 8.6: Belt-chest link using fixed-beam antennas (in dB scale)
Breathing Periodic movement left Periodic movement right
max min median max min median max min median
M-M1 −61.3 −75.8 −66.7 −58.9 −68.3 −62.9 −61.3 −73.7 −67.6
P-H(Co)2 −33.6 −39.6 −36.0 −32.2 −38.1 −34.3 −33.8 −44.0 −37.2
P-H(Coss)3 −39.3 −46.4 −42.6 −37.2 −47.8 −42.8 −41.1 −54.6 −46.1
P-M −56.2 −60.2 −57.5 −57.7 −64.2 −60.1 −57.5 −64.8 −59.7
S-H(Co)2 −31.3 −46.5 −37.9 −31.8 −36.3 −34.6 −32.6 −42.9 −34.6
S-H(Cross)3 −45.6 −60.1 −49.5 −42.5 −50.2 −46.5 −46.4 −59.4 −51.7
S-M −56.3 −68.0 −59.2 −52.7 −58.6 −54.6 −54.0 −61.9 −56.2
1 M stands for monopole antenna, P stands for printed Yagi-Uda antenna, H stands for horn antenna,
S stands for SIW Yagi-Uda antenna.
2 Co means two antennas were aligned with co-polarisation.
3 Cross means two antennas were aligned with cross-polarisation.
mance significantly by reducing median path gain. For example, the result of using the
printed Yagi-horn combination is to achieve up to 30 dB lower path gain than when
employing the monopole-monopole combination. It confirms that a high gain antenna
is really desirable for 60 GHz on-body channels. Besides, the SIW Yagi-monopole and
the printed Yagi-monopole combinations always gave the smallest difference between max
and min compared with the results of printed Yagi-horn and SIW Yagi-horn combinations.
This is because of the omnidirectional pattern of the monopole antenna, which reduces
the occurrence of a boreside misalignment pointing error. It also indicates that due to the
narrower beamwidth, using high gain antennas at both ends of the link can lead to higher
susceptibility to misalignment-induced “fading”, especially when the body is moving.
Although the belt-chest link was thought to be the most stable link for on-body channels,
small movements such as breathing can also cause deterioration in the link performance,
especially for the SIW Yagi-Uda antenna. It is worth mentioning that breathing causes
the belly and chest movements perpendicular to the body surface due to the motion of the
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diaphragm, which can in turn shadow the main signal path. Previous studies show that
when placing the SIW Yagi-Uda antenna close to an experimental phantom, the antenna
gain reduces significantly because the antenna is polarised normal to the body surface.
Finally, when both antennas were placed on the left side of body, turning the trunk to
the right results in much more path loss variability compared to when turning it to the
left.
8.6.2 Head-shoulder link
Compared with the belt-chest link, the head-shoulder link is much more variable. The
same combinations of antenna pairs were used in this set of measurements. In each
measurement, one antenna was placed on the left side of head, just above the ear, as
shown in Figure 8.17. The other antenna was placed on the front side of the left shoulder.
Two movements were used in the measurements, periodically turning the head to the
left and turning it to the right. Because this variation in geometry/antenna relative
orientation introduces a severe polarisation mismatch along the link, at start point it was
ensured that the two antennas polarisations were aligned.
The path gain results in Table 8.7 show that all antenna combinations suffer very large
path gain variability due to the loss of line-of-sight path caused by turning the head,
which indicates that fixed-beam antennas (including low directivity monopole antennas)
cannot be relied upon to provide such a stable on-body link, due to the highly variable
body geometry.
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Figure 8.17: Head-shoulder link using fixed-beam antennas.
Table 8.7: Head-shoulder link using fixed-beam antennas (in dB scale)
Periodic movement left Periodic movement right
max min median max min median
M-M1 −55.2 −82.0 −65.4 −56.7 ×2 −60.3
P-H1 −54.5 ×2 −66.1 −53.1 ×2 −74.8
P-M1 −46.3 −82.6 −60.9 −57.4 ×2 −64.7
S-H1 −48.2 −82.0 −54.9 −52.4 ×2 −67.3
S-M1 −43.2 ×2 −61.8 −56.0 ×2 −64.3
1 M stands for monopole antenna, P stands for printed Yagi-Uda
antenna, H stands for horn antenna, S stands for SIW Yagi-Uda
antenna.
2 signal below noise
8.7 Two Back-to-back Antennas
As discussed in the previous chapter, due to the characteristics of 60 GHz radio propaga-
tion, high path loss and shadowing effects are significant challenges for 60 GHz body area
networks. In order to establish reliable communication links on a human body, one pos-
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sible solution is to use multi-hop networking with short-distance links. Hence, repeater
nodes are needed in the multi-hop network. This section describes two back-to-back
antennas which can be used in the RF front end of repeater nodes.
Figure 8.18 shows layout of two back-to-back antennas. It is formed of two identical single
element printed Yagi-Uda antennas. The substrate used is Rogers RT5880 with dielectric
constant 2.2. Two antennas are placed back to back. The back-to-back spacing is 0.9 mm.
The overall size of the two back-to-back antennas is 48× 6× 0.127 mm3. Two ports are
introduced to excite each antenna. Therefore, they can provide two diametrically opposite
radiation beams.
s
Port 1
Port 2
Figure 8.18: Two back-to-back antennas.
Figure 8.19 shows simulated scattering parameters of two back-to-back antennas. The
isolation between two ports (S21) is below −35 dB at 60 GHz.The antenna is resonant
around 60 GHz as shown in S11. S22 and S12 are the same as S11 and S21 by symmetry.
Figure 8.20 shows the simulated radiation patterns of two back-to-back antennas. Two
directional beams towards the opposite directions are achieved by switching the feeding
ports (the direction of the main beam by fed Port 1 is +90◦ and the direction of the main
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Figure 8.19: Simulated S parameters of two back-to-back antennas.
beam by fed Port 2 is −90◦). The radiation patterns in the both E and H planes are quite
symmetrical. Each beam has up to 15.3 dBi realised gain. The efficiency of antenna in
free space is 97.6%.
8.8 Summary
This chapter describes two antennas: a printed Yagi-Uda antenna, a substrate integrat-
ed waveguide antenna, which are proposed for use in on-body communication channels
at 60 GHz. The results show that they can achieve greater than 10 dBi gain, end-fire
radiation pattern and a wide impedance bandwidth. Antenna performance has been
characterised with different types of phantoms to investigate their suitability for on-body
applications. The presence of the phantom results in a slight terminal impedance mis-
match degradation and frequency shift. Much more significant effects are observed on
the radiation pattern, especially in the plane normal to the phantom. The simulated and
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Figure 8.20: Radiation patterns of two back-to-back antennas in free space.
measured radiation patterns with a phantom show that the main lobe of the pattern is
shifted away from the phantom surface by 8◦ to 12◦. The difference of dielectric constant
for different types of phantoms does not give rise to significant discrepancies between the
results. The antenna/phantom separation has a severe impact on the antenna perfor-
mance such as gain, efficiency, 3-dB beamwidth and the shift angle for the main lobe.
The smallest, sub λ/5 separations result in worsening performance for the antenna. The
larger phantom size causes more significant influence on the antenna performance than
a smaller phantom, which suggests that different parts of the body can have a different
impact on the antenna performance.
The most significant advantage for these antennas are their low profile form factor and
easy integration in the body sensors compared to the traditional high-gain antennas such
as the horn antenna. For the printed Yagis, they can be easily integrated in the PCB based
RF circuitry and the SIW Yagis can be integrated in the SIW based system. It is worth
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mentioning that the antenna integration to the real system probably requires redesign the
antenna to meet the new requirements, such as EMC and the different thickness of the
substrate, but this work gives a general guideline for this kind of antenna design.
In order to investigate in situ on-body antenna performance and to establish more specific
antenna requirements, on-body channel measurements are conducted for the belt-chest
and head-shoulder links using fixed-beam antennas. Results show high gain antennas
can improve the link performance significantly but are susceptible to pointing errors and
shadowing.
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Reconfigurable Antennas for
60 GHz WBANs
9.1 Introduction
T he primary thrust in using 60 GHz channels in applications of body area networksis to maximise the available bandwidth whilst reducing possible interference or
eavesdropping. Previous chapters have demonstrated that directional antennas achieve
the improved carrier-to-interference ratio, but are much more susceptible to the shad-
owing effect due to the narrow beam of the antenna and quasi-optical characteristics of
60 GHz propagation. However, advanced antenna technology and antenna signal process-
ing will play a vital role in solving these problems. A reconfigurable antenna is useful in
minimizing unwanted illumination of the wider body area whilst overcoming the fading
or shadowing resulting in the loss of line-of-sight paths, by switching its radiation pat-
tern beam direction. This strategy also leads to higher security, as the energy can be
confined to the immediate vicinity of the body, thus giving good BAN-to-BAN and BAN-
to-off-body receiver isolation. If and when required, such BAN antennas can switch to
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an outward facing beam. This has long been an aspiration for microwave BANs, however
the low directivity of small antennas at lower frequencies prevents it from being practi-
cally realized. Nevertheless this idea can be realized at 60 GHz because of small size of
antennas and wide available bandwidth.
In order to implement the pattern reconfigurability, one straightforward method is to use
multiple antenna elements with switches. There has been extensive research in radio fre-
quency microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) working at millimeter-wave frequencies,
but there are still no commercial switches working at 60 GHz available in the market.
Another widely studied approach for millimeter-wave beam-steering antennas is using a
lens beamformer. However, this kind of antenna is not practical for on-body applica-
tions because of the high profile of the antenna. The third type is using a electrical
beamformer, which generally divides into two categories. One is a circuit beamformer
using transmission lines, connecting power splitters and couplers, to form the multibeam
feeding networks. This method is feeding multiple antenna elements in parallel, e.g. a
Butler matrix. The other method is frequency scanning, which achieves beam scanning
by the variation of the carrier wave frequency. These two methods will be discussed in
the following sections.
In this chapter, a stripline 4 × 4 Butler Matrix working at 60 GHz will be introduced,
which is proposed for beam-switched antennas for on-body applications. A four-element
dipole array with a Butler matrix was simulated to demonstrate its beam switching func-
tionality. Circularly polarised and linearly polarised substrate integrated waveguide slot
antennas will be presented. These antennas can scan their beam direction by changing
their operating frequency. The on-body channel measurements using the linearly polarised
SIW slot antenna were conducted for the wrist-chest channel. In the measurements, the
subject was performing arm-swing movement to test beam-reconfigurability for the link
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performance improvement.
9.2 Butler Matrix
The Butler matrix is a type of beam-forming network, which was introduced by Jesse
Butler and Ralph Lowe in 1961 [211]. By providing phase shifts among the output ports
of the Butler matrix, the antenna beam is steered in specific directions in one plane.
Figure 9.1 shows the configuration of a four-element antenna array with a 4 × 4 Butler
matrix feeding network. The Butler matrix is formed of the 90◦ coupler, crossover, 45◦
phase shifter, and phase-adjusting transmission lines. By feeding the different input
ports, the Butler matrix can provide four output signals with equal power levels and
the progressive phases of +45◦, −45◦, +135◦ and −135◦, respectively. The direction of
the main radiation beam of the antenna array can be switched by feeding the designated
input port as shown in Figure 9.1. One drawback of the Butler matrix is if a larger
number of beam directions is required, much more complex circuits have to be designed,
and more feed network losses are expected.
As shown in Figure 9.2, a stripline 4 × 4 Butler matrix working at 60 GHz has been
designed. A similar 60 GHz Butler matrix has been presented in [212], which was im-
plemented in microstrip technology. In this work, the Butler matix was designed using
a stripline technology, thus the pattern printed on both sides of the substrate is the
same. For easily integrating the antennas on the same substrate, an RT/duroid 5880
substrate with 0.127 mm thickness was employed to implement the Butler matrix. As
the line width of the 50 Ω striplines is too wide to effectively design the components for
the Butler matrix, 100 Ω striplines were used. The overall size of the Butler matrix is
10.5× 10.87 mm. The 90◦ coupler is designed using two pairs of 50 Ω and 100 Ω quarter-
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Figure 9.1: Configuration of the switched-beam antenna array with a 4× 4 Butler matrix
network.
wavelength striplines. The crossover is implemented by cascading two 90◦ couplers via
two 100 Ω quarter-wavelength striplines. Moreover, meandered striplines are employed
to adjust the output phases of the Butler matrix. The Butler matrix was simulated in
CST Microwave Studio c©, and Figure 9.3 shows the simulated magnitude and phase of the
output signals from the 4 × 4 stripline Butler matrix. The magnitudes of the simulated
output signals at 60 GHz are −6.88 dB, −6.84 dB, −7.07 dB and −6.61 dB, respectively,
while the phase differences between two adjacent output ports are 129.2◦ , 136.8◦, and
140◦ , respectively. The theoretical magnitude value is −6 dB, so about 1 dB loss is
observed. The theoretical phase difference between adjacent output ports is 135◦. Hence
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there is about 5◦ discrepancy between the theoretical value and the simulated value.
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Figure 9.2: Layout of the stripline 4× 4 Butler matrix network.
In order to demonstrate the beam-steerable functionality of the Butler matrix, a 4-element
dipole array was simulated with the Butler matrix. Figure 9.4 shows the layout of the
dipole array with the Butler matrix. The spacing between the adjacent dipole element
is 3 mm. Figure 9.5 shows the simulated radiation pattern of the dipole array. The
direction of each main beam with excitation at Port 1 to Port 4 is −10◦, 33◦, −33◦, and
10◦, respectively.
A Butler matrix based antenna can be placed conformally on the body and achieve beam
switching in endfire, which is very suitable for on-body communications.
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Figure 9.3: Simulated transmission coefficients of the Butler matrix network with port 3
as the input port: (a) amplitude, (b) phase.
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Figure 9.4: Layout of the dipole array with Butler matrix network.
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Figure 9.5: Simulated radiation pattern for the dipole array with Butler matrix network.
9.3 Frequency scanning antenna
The frequency scanning technique is an efficient and economical way to implement beam-
scanning capabilities by using tuning the frequency. In the design of frequency scanning
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antennas, several important parameters should be considered: the range of scanning angle,
the required frequency bandwidth, and the losses in the antenna. A frequency scanning
antenna is usually a travelling-wave antenna, which is a case of serial feeding of multiple
radiating elements. The principle of the frequency scanning antenna is based on the
frequency dependent phase shift between the antenna elements created by a propagation
delay in a transmission line. By varying the frequency, the angle θ between the axis of
the main beam and the normal to the antenna array changes. As depicted in Figure 9.6,
if the transmitted frequency increases then the beam travels up the face of the antenna
while if the transmitted frequency decreases then the beam travels down the face of the
antenna.
Travelling-wave antenna can be divided into two general categories: slow-wave antennas
and fast-wave antennas. The wave on the latter type of antenna has a phase velocity
greater than the speed of light and it is also called leaky-wave antenna which radiates
continuously along its length and achieves highly-directive beams at an arbitrary specified
angle with a low sidelobe level. The antennas presented in this section fall into this
category.
frequency 
increasing
Port 1 Port 2
?
Figure 9.6: Basic principle of the frequency scanning antenna.
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There are a number of implementations for frequency scanning antennas, such as the
cascade-coupled radiating microstrip resonators [213] and waveguide slot antennas. How-
ever, microstrip antennas are quite lossy at 60 GHz and waveguide slot antennas are
heavy and bulky, making them unsuitable for on-body applications. Therefore, two pla-
nar, light-weight SIW slot antennas are proposed. One is circularly polarised and the
other is linearly polarised.
9.3.1 Circularly polarised frequency scanning antenna
A left-handed circularly-polarised SIW frequency scanning antenna is presented which
consists of two leaky-wave arrays and phase shifters as shown in Figure 9.7. Each leaky-
wave antenna has sixteen radiating slots arranged on the broad wall of the radiating SIW
at ±45◦ to the waveguide axis. The substrate used here is Rogers 5880 with a thickness
of 0.508 mm. At each end of the leaky-wave arrays, there is an equal-length unequal-
width phase shifter, which introduces a 90◦ phase difference feeding each row of mutually
orthogonal slots. Table 9.1 lists the simulated results of the phase shifter. A uniform slot
spacing of 3 mm is used in order to achieve large bandwidth. If the slot spacing is not
an integral multiple of half a guide wavelength and a matched load is used at the end,
a leaky-wave array is obtained [214]. In ideal situations, when each port is excited, the
incident wave is split into two equal portions with 90◦ phase difference. Combined with
±45◦ slots which provide two orthogonal field components, a circularly polarised radiated
wave is achieved. Figure 9.8 shows part of the circularly polarised SIW slot antenna. The
dimensions are listed in Table 9.2. The overall size of this antenna is 110×6.2×0.508 mm3.
By changing the propagation direction of the leaky wave, the scanning beams with left-
handed circularly polarised mode can be generated in the opposite direction with tilting
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Slot array with ±45°
inclined angle
90° relative phase 
difference shifter
Waveguide-to-SIW
transition
Figure 9.7: Circularly polarised SIW slot antenna.
Table 9.1: Simulated results of the phase shifter
Frequency (GHz) 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66
Amplitude difference (dB) 0.46 0.94 0.96 0.57 0.05 0.5 0.7 0.54 0.15
Phase difference (degrees) 91 90.3 91 91 88.8 84.5 78.8 73.3 69.6
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Figure 9.8: Part of circularly polarised SIW slot antenna layout with dimensions.
Table 9.2: Dimensions for the antenna shown in Figure 9.8
Parameters w1 w2 w3 w4 l1 l2 s1 s2 p Φ θ
Dimensions (mm) 2.4 2.8 2.6 0.3 5.2 1.4 2.6 3 0.65 0.4 45◦
angle other than broadside. Two SIW-to-waveguide transitions are used at each end of
the antenna to feed the antenna. Figure 9.9 shows the simulated S parameters of the SIW
frequency scanning antenna, where it can be observed that a 9 GHz operating scanning
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bandwidth corresponds to satisfactory antenna operation.
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Figure 9.9: Scattering parameters of SIW slot antenna with transitions.
Figure 9.10 shows the simulated absolute radiation pattern1 of the circularly polarised
SIW slot antenna as a function of operating frequency when port 1 is excited. Due
to the symmetry of the antenna structure, the pattern resulting from the excitation of
port 2 is a mirror image of that of Figure 9.10 along the positive theta axis. The beam
directions are scanned from −45◦ to −19◦ corresponding to 58 GHz to 66 GHz operating
frequencies, respectively. The main lobe at each frequency has in excess of 10 dBi gain
and an approximate 8◦ 3-dB beamwidth in the plane normal to the antenna surface and
along the antenna length. Table 9.3 lists axial ratio of the simulated radiation pattern of
the circularly polarised SIW slot antenna.
As shown in previous chapters, the depolarisation effect on the on-body channels is sig-
nificant due to body movements. The use of circular polarisation would be helpful for
mitigating this effect. But in this antenna design, the axial ratio is quite high at some
frequencies and the sidelobe level is also higher than expected.
1Absolute value of the electric field derived from the two tangential and radial components: EAbs =√
| E1 |2 + | E2 |2 + | ER |2.
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Figure 9.10: Simulated absolute radiation pattern of circularly polarised SIW slot antenna
with transitions.
Table 9.3: Axial ratio of simulated radiation pattern
Frequency (GHz) 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66
Axial ratio (dB) 8.2 7.2 9.1 3.2 1.8 3.4 4.1 2.9 2.1
9.3.2 Linearly polarised frequency scanning antenna
A linearly polarised SIW slot antenna was also designed. Figure 9.11 shows part of the
linearly polarised SIW slot antenna. The dimensions are listed in Table 9.4. There are
multiple slot pairs on the top metal layer of the substrate integrated waveguide. Quarter-
guided-wavelength-spaced slot pairs introduce a reflection cancellation to achieve wide
impedance bandwidth. Because two slots are spaced by a quarter guided-wavelength,
round trip path-length difference between them is a half guided-wavelength and reflection
waves from a pair disappear and travelling-wave excitation in the waveguide is realized
[215]. Figure 9.12 shows the prototype of the linearly polarised SIW slot antenna with
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SIW-to-waveguide transitions. There are 22 slot pairs in total. The overall length of the
antenna is 128 mm. This antenna can be designed with shorter length and fewer slot
radiating elements, but the gain of the antenna will decrease. A antenna with 12 slot
pairs and the length of 80 mm was simulated, which achieves 10 dBi gain (6 dB lower
than 128 mm one).
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Figure 9.11: Part of linearly polarised SIW slot antenna layout with dimensions.
Table 9.4: Dimensions for the antenna shown in Figure 9.11
Parameters W1 W2 Φ l w d p s
Dimensions (mm) 3 5.4 0.4 1.4 0.84 0.3 0.65 3
SIW-to-waveguide transition
SIW slot antenna
Base
Figure 9.12: Prototype of linearly polarised SIW slot antenna with transitions.
For measurement proposes, two multi-step SIW to rectangular waveguide (WR15) tran-
sition were employed at both ends of the antenna. Figure 9.13 shows the scattering
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parameters of the linearly polarised SIW slot antenna. As shown in the figure, it achieves
a wide impedance bandwidth from 57 GHz to 64 GHz. The measured transmission co-
efficient (S21) is lower than the simulation, which means that less energy is transmitted
from port 1 to port 2. This is because more energy is reflected at the input port and more
loss is dissipated in the travelling-wave structure. Dissipation factor tanδ of the substrate
material RT5880 in the simulation is 0.0009. This was tested at 10 GHz not 60 GHz.
Hence, more loss is expected at 60 GHz compared to the simulation.
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Figure 9.13: Scattering parameters of linearly polarised SIW slot antenna with transitions.
By scanning the frequency, the main beam of the radiation pattern is scanned accordingly.
The coverage angle is from −30◦ to 30◦ for both ports but the main beam of the antenna
cannot cover the center (0◦). The measured radiation pattern is shown in Figure 9.14
when one port is excited. This pattern is the E plane, which is normal to the antenna
surface and along the antenna length. Due to the limitations of the measurement facil-
ities, we cannot measure the H plane pattern. The sidelobe level is more than 10 dB
lower than the main beam. The instantaneous bandwidth for each beam with certain
pointing angle was calculated based on a half-power bandwidth limit from the simulated
results. Table 9.5 lists the results of the simulated and measured radiation pattern and
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instantaneous bandwidth. From the table, the 3-dB beamwidth decreases when the main
beam is scanning to the broadside.
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Figure 9.14: Measured radiation pattern of linearly polarised SIW slot antenna with
transitions.
Table 9.5: Results of radiation pattern shown in Figure 9.14
Frequency (GHz) 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
Simulated beam direction (◦) 31 28 25 22 18 15 12 9
Simulated gain (dBi) 14.7 15.2 15.6 15.8 15.9 16 16.1 15.9
Simulated 3-dB beamwidth (◦) 4.6 4.3 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.6
Measured Beam direction (◦) 30 27 24 20 18 14 10 7
Measured gain (dBi) 14.2 15.5 15 15.3 15.4 16 15.9 14.4
Instantaneous bandwidth (GHz) 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.3
The linearly polarised SIW slot antenna achieves better impedance bandwidth, higher
gain and lower levels of the sidelobe compared to the circular polarised one. Hence, it
was fabricated and used in the following on-body measurements.
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9.4 On-body channel measurements using linearly polarised fre-
quency scanning antenna
On-body channel measurements were conducted for a wrist-to-chest link in order to test
the hypothesis that employing a reconfigurable antenna can improve the performance by
using beam-scanning. As illustrated in Figure 9.15, a horn antenna was placed on the right
wrist facing upwards, and the linearly polarised SIW slot antenna was placed on the right
chest facing downwards. The horn was used as the transmitting antenna, and the signals
received by both ports (Port1&2) of the SIW slot antenna were monitored simultaneously.
In the measurement, the subject was swinging his arm sideways from the right to the left.
We define the direction normal to the ground as 0◦, the angle in the vertical plane on the
right (the subject’s right) is positive and the angle on the left is negative. The antenna
placements on the real subject and body postures are shown in Figure 9.16. During the
measurement, the VNA was sweeping the frequency from 57 GHz to 64 GHz and sampling
501 points, taking 135.27 ms for each sweep. The output power from the VNA was set
at 10 dBm. No amplifier was used in this measurement. A through normalisation of
the measured signal was performed before the measurement to eliminate the effect of the
cables. The noise was −70.4 dB after normalisation. Because the VNA took time to
sweep the frequency from 57 GHz to 64 GHz, it proved not to be fast enough to capture
continuous motion of the arm; therefore the subject had to keep still during each frequency
sweep, which means the subject performed multiple consecutive static postures. Overall,
9 postures were adopted during this arm-swing “motion”. The arm lift angle was varied
from approximately 40◦ to −40◦ in steps of approximately 10◦. To avoid slight movements
affecting the results during the sweep, the sweep time was set at 135.27 ms as mentioned
earlier. In order to make meaningful comparisons, the measurement was repeated by
replacing the reconfigurable slot antenna with a horn antenna and subsequently with a
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monopole antenna. Each setup was measured three times and the average data are shown
in Table 9.6 (the variances of the measured data are smaller than 6 dB). From the results,
the SIW slot antenna achieved the best path gain compared to a horn or monopole in
this scenario.
Horn
40°
0°
-40°
Port1 Port2
SIW slot antenna
Figure 9.15: On-body channel measurement setup using frequency scanning antenna.
Table 9.6: Measured the best path gain (dB) for the wrist-chest channel
Arm position SIW slot antenna Horn Monopole
40◦ −43 ×1 ×
30◦ −43.4 × −60.7
20◦ −41.3 −59.7 −51.4
10◦ −32.9 −45.1 −43.7
0◦ −50.8 −50.8 −56.8
−10◦ −45.8 −50 −51.2
−20◦ −51.8 −57.9 −54.2
−30◦ −53.2 −58.3 −63.9
−40◦ −52 × ×
1 × signal below noise level
The results for one of measurements using the SIW slot antenna are listed in Table 9.7.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.16: Antenna placements for wrist-chest channel measurement and body posture:
(a) 0◦; (b) 40◦.
This shows the maximum received signal and its corresponding frequency, received port
and the approximate beam angle of the SIW slot antenna. These results demonstrate that
a stronger received signal was achieved using beam-scanning, and the received port of the
SIW slot antenna was switched from Port 1 to Port 2 during the arm-swing motion.
However, it is worth mentioning that the approximate beam direction was arrived at
based on the previous antenna radiation pattern measurement against frequency, so if the
signal was not captured by the main beam of the SIW slot antenna, this beam direction
could be wrong. For example, when the arm of the subject was swinging in the angular
region between 0◦ and −10◦, the main beam direction of the antenna based on the carrier
frequency is expected at a wider vertical angle. Hence, it is probable that the received
signal is from a sidelobe not the main beam. Another difficulty with this measurement
is the antenna alignment in the H plane. There is a big chance that the main beam of
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the SIW slot antenna did not align with the main beam of the horn. Fortunately, the
beamwidth in the H plane of the SIW slot antenna is wide, but it is very difficult to ensure
that the peak of the beam is tracked correctly.
Table 9.7: Results for on-body channel measurement using the SIW slot antenna
Arm position Maximum signal (dB) Frequency (GHz) Port Beam direction
40◦ −44.2 60.7 1 18◦
30◦ −43.2 62.4 1 12◦
20◦ −41.5 64 1 7◦
10◦ −33.7 61.7 1 15◦
0◦ −51.2 57 1 30◦
−10◦ −45.2 57 2 −30◦
−20◦ −51.1 62 2 −14◦
−30◦ −53.9 61.5 2 −15◦
−40◦ −52.1 60 2 −20◦
9.5 Summary
In this chapter, two electrical beamforming techniques have been described. One tech-
nique is using the Butler matrix feeding network. A 4 × 4 stripline Butler matrix has
been designed and simulated at 60 GHz. The simulation of a 4-element dipole array with
this Butler matrix demonstrates its beam steering ability. The advantages of the Butler
matrix are the ease of integration into the system and its planar low-profile form factor.
The Butler matrix can normally achieve an even number of discrete beams and must
work with multiple radiating elements. More importantly, to achieve a bigger number of
beams, the design complexity will increase dramatically. Another technique considered
is the frequency scanning. Two substrate integrated waveguide slot antennas have been
proposed for the on-body communications. One is circularly polarised and the other is
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linearly polarised. These antennas work in a wide frequency range around 60 GHz and
achieve beam-scanning with coverage of about 60◦, but an angular region in the center
cannot be covered by the main beam of the antennas. Some other disadvantages of the
antennas are their sidelobe level is not low enough and the length of the antennas is too
long, which makes them difficult to integrate into a system. Also, they have to be mounted
normal to the body surface. However, on-body channel measurements of the wrist-chest
channel with the arm-swing motion have been conducted with the linearly polarised SIW
slot antenna and support the hypothesis that employing a reconfigurable antenna using
beam-scanning can improve the performance. Results show the beam-reconfigurability
of the antenna improves the link performance compared to the traditional fixed-beam
antennas such as horns and monopoles.
It worth mentioning that this beam-scanning antenna is not suitable for all the on-body
channels. It means that reconfigurable antennas have to be designed for specific on-
body channels. Some important requirements should be considered according to the
specific scenarios: conformability to the human body (depending antenna position on
the body), beam scanning angle range, beamforming techniques, and beam scanning
direction (endfire or broadside). In a real system, beamforming must be combined with
the direction of arrival (DOA) estimation, which involves finding a spatial spectrum of
the antenna array, and calculating the DOA from the peaks of this spectrum. However,
this is outside the scope of this work.
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10.1 Final Conclusions
T echnologies for wireless body area networks have been extensively developedin the past decade with the aim to provide reliable and efficient body-centric
wireless communications. Wireless Body channel characterisation and compact and high
efficiency antenna design for wearable electronic devices remain very challenging because
of the unique properties of the human body as the primary environment for wireless com-
munications. Some issues are still not satisfactorily solved for wireless communication
systems for BANs. Privacy and security are considered key factors for wireless body area
networks. Because many wireless devices are working at ISM narrow bands, interference
from these systems is a big threat. Moreover, the mobility and uncoordinated operation
characteristics of BANs makes interference between adjacent BANs difficult to avoid. Al-
so, for some special applications such as in the military sector, highly secure and covert
wireless communications are required. However, current standards such as Bluetooth and
UWB do not provide good solutions to these problems. Besides, designing compact and
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high efficiency antennas for body-worn applications at these frequencies is very challeng-
ing. In addition, demand for high speed communications is increasing as more advanced
cellular communication networks are deployed. This thesis proposed an alternative wire-
less solution for body area networks by adopting 60 GHz radio. By using 60 GHz, it can
achieve high levels of electromagnetic energy control to minimise interference with other
devices and susceptibility to observation and jamming. Also, antennas at 60 GHz can be
made much more compact and efficient, which is very important for body-worn applica-
tions. Finally, high data rates can be achieved due to the existence of wide unlicensed
spectrum around 60 GHz.
Channel measurements using a VNA with cable connections to body-worn antennas were
first conducted to investigate on-body channels at 60 GHz and to establish wearable
antenna design requirements. Two conventional antennas were used in the measurements:
monopole antennas and horn antennas. Measurements show attenuation in the body
channel at 60 GHz is much stronger than at lower frequencies, as intuitively expected.
Horn antennas provide a significant advantage by improving received signal strength in
the relatively stable channels such as the chest-waist channel, but they are much more
susceptible to shadowing caused by body movements in the mobile channels. Results
show horn antennas are problematic in establishing communication links in the highly
mobile wrist-terminated channels due to their directional radiation pattern. However,
monopole antennas achieved better performance than horns in these channels due to their
wide radiation coverage. This suggests that the antenna radiation pattern requirement is
determined by the antenna position on the body. Results also show that large signal fading
is predominately caused by shadowing, antenna pointing error, polarisation mismatch,
and distance changes. These variations are fairly slow with typical LCRs less than 1 s-1
and AFDs of more than 0.1 s. Also, multipath fading is much less prominent than at
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lower frequencies and only becomes significant when the signal level is low. Different
polarisation combinations were investigated in terms of effect on path gain in the on-
body channels. There is no single polarisation combination dominant in all on-body
channels. One limitation faced in this work is the limited dynamic range of measurement
system used. Some channels cannot be fully measured due to their high attenuation. Also,
because of high loss in the cables relatively short cables were used in the measurements
which restricts body movements to some extent. Possible solutions are replacing coaxial
cables to optical fibres or using RSSI readings from stand-alone transceivers to remove
cables. Finally, because the body channel performance is much more dependent to body
movements at 60 GHz than at lower frequencies, the simultaneous motion characterisation
with channel is recommended using motion capture technology to fully understand the
correlation between channel performance and instantaneous body geometry.
Although attenuation of body channels is high, 60 GHz WBANs give lower interference
and better covertness than WBANs at lower frequencies. A study was conducted to inves-
tigate interference between two persons wearing BANs in an indoor environment. Both
monopole and horn antennas were used and two subjects were performing random move-
ments in the measurements. Multiple antenna placements on the body were investigated.
By adopting 60 GHz with monopole antennas, the interference signal level reduced up to
20 dB compared to 2.45 GHz. By using horn antennas at 60 GHz, a further 20 dB reduc-
tion of interference signal magnitude was observed. Hence, directional antennas can not
only boost the wanted signals but also minimise the interference signals. Results also show
that WBANs suffer higher levels of interference when placing an antenna on the wrist due
to its highly mobile nature. CIR for multiple channels with different interferers were also
investigated. Due to the limited number of antennas, a horn-monopole antenna pair at
60 GHz was placed on the each subject. The value of CIR is generally determined by the
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type of antennas and communication distance in the wanted channel, type of antenna for
the interferer and the positions at which the antennas are placed. The best median CIR
of 39.5 dB was achieved for the head-chest channel with a horn antenna interferer on the
other subject at 60 GHz. The same measurements were repeated at 2.45 GHz with all
antennas being monopoles on the both subjects, and best median CIR was 8.7 dB for the
head-chest channel. It is expected that higher CIR can be achieved by using all direc-
tional antennas on both subjects. Due to the limitations of measurement setup, only two
subjects can be considered in this study and they can only perform random movements
in a small fixed area.
Covertness of WBAN communications was also investigated at the physical layer. A mod-
el of estimating the maximum detection distance at a threshold probability for detecting
a WBAN wearing soldier in a battlefield was proposed based on body channel measure-
ments at 2.45 GHz and 60 GHz in an environment with some scattering. These distances
were calculated and compared for different conditions. Studies show at 0 dBm BAN trans-
mitting power the soldier is not detectable at ranges greater than 50 m, while under the
same conditions, the detection range at 2.45 GHz is up to 1540 m. Varying BAN transmit
power and directivity of the detection antenna were also investigated for their effect on
the detection distance. The analysis demonstrated that 60 GHz achieves much better
covertness than 2.45 GHz even with higher BAN transmit powers and detection antenna
directivity. In addition, a directional antenna on the soldier improves covertness and the
position of antenna placement on the body has effects on the detectability. However, this
model is considerably simplified because it is focused on covertness comparison for W-
BAN at 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz. A further study can be done by considering more realistic
system parameters such a dual polarised antenna array with high sensitivity receiver in a
detection scenario.
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Two high gain antennas were proposed for on-body communication channels at 60 GHz,
namely a printed Yagi-Uda antenna and a substrate integrated waveguide antenna. These
antennas can achieve gains greater than 10 dBi, end-fire radiation pattern and a wide
impedance bandwidth. Antenna performance has been characterised with different types
of phantoms to investigate their suitability for on-body applications. The presence of the
phantom results in a slight terminal impedance mismatch degradation and frequency shift.
Much more significant effects are observed on the radiation pattern, especially in the plane
normal to the phantom. Other factors such as phantom size and antenna/phantom spacing
were also investigated. Studies show spacing has significant effect on antenna performance
especially when spacing is smaller than λ/5. The head-shoulder link and the belt-chest
link were investigated with periodic body movements using combinations of fixed-beam
antennas. Directional antennas show significant advantage of improving path gain in the
belt-chest link, but in the head-shoulder link, they have more chance to lose line-of-sight
communications. Due to the measurement system setup, bulky waveguide transitions
were used to feed the antennas, which caused some problems in placing antennas on the
body and also made separation between antennas and the body larger than expected.
However, in real devices, antennas are expected to integrated on the PCB.
One major challenge for 60 GHz WBAN is only line-of-sight communications can be es-
tablished and body movements deteriorate situations significantly. In order to counter
the shadowing effect caused by body movements on directional antennas, reconfigurable
antennas are proposed. The inspiration is when losing the line-of-sight the antenna can
reconfigure its main beam direction to establish a new link. Two wideband substrate
integrated waveguide slot antennas with linearly/circularly polarisation were proposed
which can scan their main beam direction by changing their working frequency. The
circularly polarised one is supposed to be useful for reducing depolarisation effect of on-
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body channels. The on-body channel measurements of the wrist-chest channel with the
arm-swing motion using the linearly polarised SIW slot antenna demonstrates that the
beam-reconfigurability of the antenna improves the link performance compared to the
traditional fixed-beam antennas such as horns and monopoles. However, reconfigurable
antennas have to be designed for specific on-body channels. Some important require-
ments should be considered according to the specific scenarios: conformability to the
human body (depending antenna position on the body), beam scanning angle range,
beamforming techniques, and beam scanning direction (endfire or broadside). In a real
system, beamforming must be combined with the DOA estimation which requires more
signal processing and add up system complexity.
This thesis introduces 60 GHz radio for wireless body area networks in technical details.
On-body channels at 60 GHz have been characterised using monopole and horn antennas.
Interference and covertness for WBAN at the physical layer have been studied. Also,
fixed-beam directional antenna and reconfigurable antenna were designed and channel
measurements using these antennas were conducted. Comparisons of three widely studied
frequency bands for wireless body area networks are summarised in Table 10.1. Finally,
based on the findings in this work, some suggestions are put forward to facilitate 60 GHz
WBAN system design:
• The head-arm channel and the chest-waist channel are the most suitable for 60 GHz
single-link WBANs. They are relatively stable and reliable and covert wireless
communications can be established with high data rates and low levels of interference
using directional antennas.
• The wrist terminated channel are problematic for 60 GHz WBANs due to its mobile
nature. Beam-reconfigurable antennas or multi-link network are required to estab-
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lish reliable wireless communications. Also, these channels exhibit higher levels of
interference.
• Antenna design requirements are different for different channels and their positions
on the body. Key parameters include the shape of radiation pattern, antenna gain,
antenna polarisation, and conformability to the body. On-body channel character-
istic must be taken into account in antenna design process.
• Better radiation control is achievable using beamforming techniques for 60 GHz
WBANs, which can improve the channel performance and reduce the levels of in-
terference, but requires sophisticated system design.
Table 10.1: Comparison of WBAN at different frequencies
Frequency 2.45 GHz UWB 60 GHz
Spectrum availability Congested Congested Under-utilised
Data rates Mbps Gbps Gbps
Covertness Not good Good (Low powerspectral density) Excellent
Interference High
Reduced interference
to narrowband
systems
Reduced interference
(High path loss &
atmospheric
absorption)
Frequency reuse Low Low High
Radiation control Very limited Limited
Good (Narrow
antenna beamwidth &
small antenna array)
Form factor Bulky Bulky Small
Antenna efficiency Low Low High
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10.2 Future Work
As can be seen in the earlier chapters a significant amount of effort has been devoted to
research into wearable antennas and body-area propagation at 60 GHz and compare the
findings to lower frequencies. However, a number of issues still remain to investigated
and resolved. A non-exhaustive list of significant issues that merit further investigation
is given here:
1. Multi-hop networks for 60 GHz WBAN
Previous studies show 60 GHz can only support relatively short distance commu-
nication on the human body. One possible solution is to introduce relay node in a
long distance communication. For example, a node on the chest can act as a relay
node for the head-to-waist link. This redundant strategy can improve reliability of
60 WBAN. Studies can be done for simultaneous, joint-link channel characterisation
and correlation investigation.
2. Wideband channel characterisation for 60 WBAN
All the measurements in this thesis were conducted in narrow band. Because there
is 7 GHz unlicensed spectrum around 60 GHz, it is worth investigating wideband
channel performance for WBAN at 60 GHz. The challenge of this study is a good
channel sounder is needed with high dynamic range and fast sampling rate.
3. Better radiation control for body area networks at 60 GHz
Further studies on reconfigurable antennas for 60 GHzWBAN can be done to achieve
better radiation control, such as reconfigurable antenna design for different channels
and different scenarios using different beamforming techniques.
4. Antenna-channel decoupling (de-embedding)
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In the on-body propagation studies, in general, antennas are considered as a part of
the channel, and therefore all these studies are, to some degree, antenna specific. If
the propagation channel could be characterised independently of the antennas, this
would greatly simplify the tasks of characterising the channels and communication
system design. However, de-embedding the antennas from the channel has proved
difficult so far because in body-area links propagation takes place through a mixture
of space waves and creeping surface waves, depending on the particular channel.
While the ability of an antenna to launch space waves can be described in terms
of antenna gain and radiation pattern, its ability to launch surface waves is more
difficult to establish, in large part because it is not clear what types of surface
waves can be supported by the body at 60 GHz. Besides, the variability of antenna
properties caused by changing body posture has to be taken into account. But this
issue is probably simpler because normally the line-of-sight space wave is dominant
propagation mode for 60 GHz WBAN channels. This issue can be further studied
with the use of computer simulations as well as more theoretical analysis of the wave
modes propagating around human body.
5. Modelling on-body channels in realistic environments
Computer simulation is a useful tool which allows to avoid costly measurement
campaigns to characterise performance of an antenna or new device in various s-
cenarios (body movements, environments etc.) in which it may be used. So far,
the simulations have been limited to the body only. At 60 GHz, only part of the
body can be considered. The environment could not be included in the full-wave
simulations because of its large electrical size. Ray-tracing is the simulation method
which is normally applied to such large simulation problems. Ray-tracing technique
is well established for outdoor and indoor channel characterisation but it is still to
be adapted for body-area propagation channels.
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Appendix B
Substrate Integrated Waveguide
Design Rules
SIW is formed of two periodic rows of metallic vias or posts connecting the top and bottom
ground planes on the both sides of a dielectric substrate as illustrated in Figure B.1. The
diameter D of the vias, the spacing b between the vias and the spacing W between the
two rows of vias are the physical parameters necessary for the design of the guide. The
spacing b must be small to minimise the leakage loss between adjacent vias. However, the
via diameter D is also subject to the loss problem.
Two design rules related to D and b that are used to neglect the radiation loss are formu-
lated [217],
D < λg/5 (B.0.1)
b ≤ 2D (B.0.2)
The cutoff frequencies of the TE10-like and TE20-like modes of the SIW, with respect to
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Figure B.1: Topology of an SIW guide realized on a dielectric substrate with its physical
dimensions. Copy right of IEEE, reproduced from [216]
the diameter D and the spacing of the two rows of vias W are approximated in [218],
FC(TE10) =
c0
2 · √εR ·
(
W − D
2
0.95 · b
)−1
(B.0.3)
FC(TE20) =
c0√
εR
·
(
W − D
2
1.1 · b −
D3
6.6 · b2
)−1
(B.0.4)
where c0 is is the speed of light in free space. Note that Equation (B.0.3) and (B.0.4) do
not depend on the thickness of the SIW h, which will only affect the Q-factor [219]. Also,
the SIW is equivalent to a rectangular waveguide with the effective width Weff and all
the existing theoretical frameworks and design procedures developed for the rectangular
waveguide can be directly applied to its synthesized counterpart. The effective widthWeff
can be derived from Equation (B.0.3), as follows
Weff = W − D
2
0.95 · b (B.0.5)
provided that the spacing between the vias is sufficiently small.
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Human Subjects Consent Forms
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Xianyue Wu, from School
of Electronic Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Birmingham. This
study is being conducted as part of Xianyue Wu’s PhD thesis. Your participation in this
study is entirely voluntary. Please read the information below and ask questions about
anything you do not understand, before deciding whether or not to participate.
• PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Investigation of radio channels for wireless body area networks
• PROCEDURES
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following
things:
1. To put antennas on the parts of the body surface, i.e. head, arm, shoulder,
wrist, chest, waist;
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2. Coaxial cables are used to connect the antennas to the Vector Network Analyser
which generates radio signals at 60 GHz and 2.45 GHz;
3. During the measurements, you will perform movements in an indoor/outdoor
environments with antennas on the body.
• POTENTIAL RISKS AND CONTROL MEASURES
There is no proved radiation harm on the body at these frequencies. The radiation
power will be kept as low as possible in the measurements. And it will avoid antennas
pointing to the eyes.
• PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL
You can choose whether or not to be in this study. If you volunteer to be in this
study, you may withdraw at any time without consequences of any kind or loss of
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You may also refuse to answer any
questions you do not want to answer. There is no penalty if you withdraw from the
study.
I understand the procedures described above. My questions have been answered to my
satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study.
Name
Yuriy I. Nechayev
Xiao Li
Signature Date
01 October 2011
01 October 2011
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